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Abstract
Identity has been one of the most important topics in the study of sociolinguistics,
sociology and anthropology. Linguistically speaking, the previous researches on
identity in narrative mainly concern the narrator‘s construction of self identity through
narrative. As far as systemic functional linguistics inquiry into identity is concerned,
the main data for the researches include university flyers, history textbooks,
workplace email interactions, academic and forensic discourse. The closest relevant
study is the analysis of casual conversation, along the way of the speakers‘
construction of their identities through narration. The present research uses the rich
repertoire of systemic functional linguistics model, namely

APPRAISAL

system, to

analyze personal identity based on the case of Santiago (the old man) in The Old Man
and the Sea.
The thesis aims to unravel the character‘s constructed personal identities through the
analysis of the

APPRAISAL

meanings. It also analyzes the ways the relevant

APPRAISAL

resources function to construct those identities and the patterns of the character‘s
personal identities in relation to the phase of development. The annotated APPRAISAL
text is taken from the

APPRAISAL

Corpus developed by the Centre for Functional

Linguistics at Beijing Normal University. The text is analyzed in terms of the
APPRAISERS

of the

APPRAISAL

meanings and the way

APPRAISAL

resources are

negotiated in conversation. Furthermore, the ways different characters are affiliated
through

APPRAISAL

meanings are also discussed in relation to Santiago‘s personal

identities.
The thesis argues for Santiago‘s tenacious, experienced, confident, optimistic,
dependable and righteous personal identities. The recognition of such qualities as
personal identities is based on the criterion postulated by Tracy (2002) and the
definitions from the Collins Cobuild Dictionary (1987). Santiago‘s personal identities
are constructed in the following ways. 1) From the sources of

APPRAISAL meanings,

Santiago‘s personal identities are constructed through ① narrator‘s, Santiago‘s and
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Manolin‘s (Santiago‘s apprentice) evaluation of Santiago, ② Narrator‘s evaluation
of the great fish and ③ Santiago‘s evaluation of the great fish. 2) From the
negotiation of

APPRAISAL

in conversations, Santiago‘s identities are constructed

through ① his adjustment of Manolin‘s evaluation of people and things and through
② his negotiation of evaluation with himself in terms of his own action. 3) APPRAISAL
meanings are argued to have affiliated Santiago with the great fish and distanced
Santiago from the sharks. Such affiliation and distancing involve the change and
contrast of

AFFECT

APPRECIATION.

and

GRADUATION,

and positive and negative

JUDGMENT

and

Affiliation is also constructed through the similar evaluation of

Santiago and the great fish. As far as the patterns of Santiago‘s personal identities are
concerned, 1) most of Santiago‘s identities are constructed at the beginning of the text
(Orientation phase) and consolidated through the following phases; 2) two of
Santiago‘s personal identities are given prominence, hence foregrounded, through
recurrent construction (i.e. tenacious and experienced). It is argued that these two
identities are central to Santiago‘s fight against nature.
Furthermore, it is believed that the present research covers both interstratal (in terms
of the realization of register in discourse semantics) and intrastratal (in terms of the
instantiation from

APPRAISAL

system to identity reading) speculation on identity

construction.
Key words: personal identity, identity construction, narrative, APPRAISAL resources
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基于评价意义系统的个人身份建构
——《老人与海》中的主角圣地亚哥分析
摘要
身份研究在社会语言学、社会学和人类学的研究中得到了广泛的关注。在语
言学中，之前的研究主要集中在人们通过叙述构建身份的方法及通过叙述在不同
的情境中构建的不同身份。从系统功能语言学的角度研究身份的语料主要集中在
大学宣传册、历史教科书、同事之间电子邮件交流以及学术和法律语篇上。同本
研究最相关的是对日常会话的研究，但研究对象为叙述者本身的身份建构。在系
统功能语言学范畴内评价系统的基础上，以小说《老人与海》中的主角圣地亚哥
为个案，本论文主要分析叙述文本内人物个人身份的建构。
首先，本论文旨在分析小说中所构建人物的个人身份。其次，本文试图探讨
不同评价意义在人物身份构建过程中起到的作用。最后，本文试图分析人物身份
构建的模式同小说不同发展阶段之间的关系。文中分析的语料标注来源为北京师
范大学系统功能语言学中心研发的评价语料库。评价成分的分析主要分为三个方
面：一、评价成分的来源（评价者）；二、小说人物对话中评价意义的交流；三、
小说人物之间的亲疏关系。
对小说文本中评价意义的分析表明，圣地亚哥在小说中被塑造为有耐力、有
经验、自信、乐观、可靠和正直的人。这些品质被认为是个人身份的主要依据为
Tracy（2002）对个人身份的界定和 Collins Cobuild Dictionary（1987）中对这些
词的定义。文本分析结果表明圣地亚哥个人身份的建构主要有三方面：1）从评
价者的角度，圣地亚哥的身份通过 ①叙述者、圣地亚哥和马诺林（圣地亚哥的
学徒）对圣地亚哥的评价，②叙述者对大鱼的评价以及 ③圣地亚哥对大鱼的评
价构建。2）从角色对话中对事物评价交流的角度，圣地亚哥的身份主要从以下
两方面建构：①圣地亚哥关于马诺林对人和事物评价的指正；②圣地亚哥对自己
行为的评价。3）情感意义与极差意义的变化和对比，以及判断和鉴赏成分极性
的不同将老人同大鱼结盟为一个团体。此外，对于圣地亚哥和大鱼类似的评价加
深了二者之间的结盟关系。圣地亚哥身份的建构特点包括：1）圣地亚哥绝大多
数的个人身份的建构在叙事的引入阶段；2）圣地亚哥的两个个人身份通过反复
构建得以突显（即有耐力和有经验）。本文认为，圣地亚哥的这两种身份对于他
同自然抗争起到关键作用。
本文对小说人物个人身份建构的研究既涉及层次间（即语篇语义实现语域）
的探讨，也涉及层次内部（即从评价系统到解读的实体化过程）的探讨。

关键词：个人身份，身份建构，叙事，评价资源
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I

Introduction

1.1 Research background
Identity is essential for every individual, no matter it is real or fictional. The study of
identity mainly attracts the attention of sociology and anthropology. In linguistics,
more sophisticated studies could be found in sociolinguistics researches. Systemic
functional linguistics, as a functionally oriented general linguistics theory, proves to
be very helpful in analyzing identity in history textbooks, workplace email
interactions, academic discourse, forensic discourse and casual conversation. While
previous studies of narrative discourse are informed greatly by sociolinguistics,
ethnomethodology and anthropology, few researches on this particular genre is based
in the systemic functional linguistics proper. Following Martin‘s postulation of
register (specifically tenor) and discourse semantics, the present research aims to
analyze the construction of characters‘ personal identity through narrative discourse
by looking at the APPRAISAL resources involved in the case of The Old Man and the
Sea.
The Old Man and the Sea, from which the data of the present thesis are from, is
Hemmingway‘s Nobel Prize winning novella. This novella is a text ―that explores
interior state and invincible victories" (Valenti, 2002, p. xiii). Although Hemingway
gives way to emotional display in this novella, he concerns primarily with ―the
courage and tenacity needed to endure life's strife and pain‖ (Valenti, 2002, p. xii).
The main plot of the text is an old man‘s (Santiago) struggle with a great fish and his
fight against shark attack after the killing of the great fish. The settings of the major
plot of the story are two days on land (before and after fishing) and three days at sea.
The major characters are Santiago, Manolin (Santiago‘s young apprentice), the great
fish and the sharks.
This thesis differs from the previous studies of identity in that the identity under
scrutiny is that of the characters in the narrative, rather than the narrators of the
narrative. By identity, I mean a particular type of identity, personal identity (i.e. one‘s
personality, attitude and characters) put forward by Tracy (2002), contrasting with
master identity, interactional identity and relational identity. In addition, the present
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research also considers the problem of identity with respect to realization and
instantiation, hence providing a more theoretically oriented analysis.

1.2 Research methodology
1.2.1 Research questions
The present thesis aims to discuss Santiago‘s personal identities constructed in the
novella as well as the underlying reason for such reading of his identities through the
analysis of the

APPRAISAL

meanings. Another central concern is the way Santiago‘s

personal identities are constructed and the relationship between his constructed
identities in relation to the phases of development and the theme of the novella. The
research purpose could be formalized into the following three research questions.
1. Which of Santiago‘s personal identities are constructed in the novella through
the APPRAISAL resources?
2. How are Santiago‘s personal identities constructed through the

APPRAISAL

resources?
3. How is the relationship between Santiago‘s different personal identities
constructed through the APPRAISAL resources?

1.2.2 Analytical framework
This research analyses the construction of Santiago‘s identity from the perspective of
the sources of the

APPRAISAL

items and the conversation Santiago has with Manolin

and himself. As for the sources of the

APPRAISAL

resources, Santiago‘s identities are

either directly or indirectly constructed, indirect both in the sense of invoked
APPRAISAL and

through the evaluation of characters other than Santiago. In this way,

we are going to analyze the APPRAISAL meanings mainly from the following pairs of
Appraisers and Appraised.
Appraiser

—

Appraised

Narrator

—

Santiago

Santiago

—

Santiago
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Manolin

—

Santiago

Narrator

—

the great fish

----

Santiago

Santiago

—

the great fish

----

Santiago

In addition, the conversations between Manolin and Santiago as well as the
conversation Santiago has with himself are also analyzed to illustrate how Santiago‘s
personal identities are enacted through the evaluative languages in the conversations.
The major concern of the conversational analysis is the negotiated evaluation both
between Santiago and Manolin and between Santiago and himself. Moreover,
Santiago‘s affiliation with the great fish is also analyzed in terms of the contrast of
AFFECT

and

GRADUATION

meaning and the change of

AFFECT,

as well as the

positive/negative JUDGMENT and APPRECIATION.

1.2.3 Data collection methods
The data in this case study is Hemingway‘s novella The Old Man and The Sea. The
original data is collected from the

APPRAISAL

Corpus1, in which the basic unit of

annotation is sentence. Therefore, the following instances are separated even if they
are semantically related through projection.
32 "Why not?" the old man said.
33 "Between fishermen.

Accordingly, all the sentences in the novella are numbered, altogether 1906 ones.
This particular text is an instance (as opposed to system). Consequently, in this thesis,
we term each piece of text (one or more than one sentence) as an instance. The
following are referred to as instance 11 and instance 657-9 respectively.
11 They were as old as erosions in a fishless desert.
657-9 I will have lost two hundred fathoms of good Catalan cordel and the hooks and leaders.
That can be replaced. But who replaces this fish if I hook some fish and it cuts him off?

The

APPRAISAL

annotations of the text are taken from the

exception for the annotation is the system of
1

APPRAISAL

GRADUATION,

corpus. A major

because the

GRADUATION

APPRAISAL Meanings Parallel Concondancer. AMParaConc. Version 2.20120825. Copyright (C) 2011-2012,
Beijing Normal University (Developer: Dr. Jiang YANG; Supervisor: Prof. Xuanwei Peng, Prof. Xiaojun YANG).
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system in the present thesis is from Hood (2010), while the
concerns the

GRADUATION

APPRAISAL

corpus

system from Martin and White (2005). Further discussion

could be found in section 3.2.

1.3 Organization of the thesis
This thesis is divided into six parts. The first part is a general introduction to the thesis,
including the background and reason for the research, research questions,
methodology and the organization of the thesis. The second part concerns the previous
literature on the study of identity in narrative and the study of identity in systemic
functional linguistics (SFL) repertoire so as to set the present research in a more
general community. In the third part, the frameworks and key terms in this research
are defined. Theoretically, the present research is modeled in the stratificational model
of SFL in terms of register and discourse semantics. Descriptically, the overall
architecture of

APPRAISAL

system is introduced. Furthermore, the phases of

development, identity, narrative and foregrounding are discussed. The fourth is the
main part of the thesis, analyzing the data both in terms of the Appraiser and
Appraised of the

APPRAISAL

resources and the negotiated

conversation. Furthermore, the

APPRAISAL

APPRAISAL resources

in the

meanings involved in the affiliation of the

great fish and Santiago is also analyzed in this part. In part five, the previous analysis
in part four is discussed in terms of realization and instantiation. Moreover, identity
construction with respect to the phases of development and the foregrounding of
identities are discussed. The final part of the thesis concludes by readdressing the
research questions and discussing the implications and limitations of the present
research.
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II

Literature Review

Firstly, this section explores the definitions of identity and narrative to define the
scope of the two terms in this thesis. Secondly, relevant researches are reviewed from
a general standpoint of the studies of identity in narrative and more specific review of
identity study in the systemic functional linguistics is conducted. The former relates to
the present thesis with respect to its research materials while the latter share common
research framework.

2.1 The definition of identity and narrative
Identity is defined in Tracy (2002) as ―stable features of persons that exist prior to any
particular situation, and are dynamic and situated accomplishments‖ (p. 17). Some of
Tracy‘s specifications are not adopted since her study concerns mainly with everyday
talk, which considers rather different texts from the present study.
Identities, as Fairclough (2003) argues, ―are relational: who one is, is a matter of how
one relates to the world and to other people‖ (p.166). Based on such relational
understanding of identity, the present thesis analyzes not only the evaluation of
Santiago, but also that of other characters related to Santiago, so that a more
comprehensive analysis could be reached.
The study of identity is considered shifting from essentialist/structuralist approach to
constructionist one (Gao, Li and Bian, 2008; Ho, 2010a). The present study assumes
certain aspects of one‘s identities are stable and fixed (Tracy, 2002), but privileges
constitutive nature of linguistics resources as far as identity is concerned (Coupland,
1985; Fairclough, 1992, 1993; Graham, 2007; Gumperz, 1983; Gumperz and
Cook-Gumperz, 1982; Joseph, 2004; McKinlay and Dunnett, 1998; Wimmer, 2002),
in particular the construction of characters‘ identity in narrative discourse. The focus
on the text‘s construction of identity differentiates the orientation on construction in
the sense that the character‘s identities constructed by author/novella are relatively
stable and renders similar readings from readers to readers, while it is a matter of the
fact that the identities are constructed with the unfolding of the narrative.
The researches on identity concern both individual and collective identity. However,
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their prime focus is on the way people read each other both in the sense of how what
people say are read and how themselves are read (Joseph, 2005, p. 487). In other
words, their vantage point is from the speaker him/herself. In contrast, the present
thesis concerns more with the linguistic resources used by the author in the
construction of character‘s identity in narrative, hence taking the point of departure
from an outsider‘s perspective. In particular, the evaluative stances the author and
different characters take are examined not only in terms of experiential construal, but
also through the analysis of negotiation between characters. Similarly, the identity
analysis through the conversation does not involve how the speakers are constructing
identity for themselves or each other; rather, it focuses on how the text naturalizes
particular identity reading for a specific character.
Joseph (2004, p. 3) distinguishes three pairs of fundamental types of identity. The
pairs of identities are between real people and fictional character, identity for oneself
and identity for others, identity for individuals and identity for groups. The difficulty
in distinguishing fictional and real identities lies in biography and The Old Man And
The Sea is considered biographical by some critics (as discussed in Valenti, 2002).
However, the present paper focuses solely on the characters in the novella, avoiding
any biographical readings. Therefore, the present thesis primarily concerns with
fictional identity for individuals (since the focus at stake here is the text‘s construction
of characters‘ identity, the second pair of identity is irrelevant); specifically, the
identities of Santiago.
Nonetheless, we do not deny the possibility of reading Santiago as belonging to
certain groups, since inevitably ―personal identity is made up in part of the various
group identities to which [one stakes] a claim‖ (Joseph, 2004, p. 5) and this
embodiment of a group identity is one elements of a successful literary character
(ibid.). Nonetheless, no generalization as to identities the groups Santiago belongs
have will be made, although the affiliation between Santiago and the great fish
questionably grouped the two together.
A person‘s identity usually presents multiplicity because ―individuals have various
roles with regard to others‖ (Joseph, 2004, p. 8), which makes the shifting of identity
possible with regard to the relevant context. In The Old Man And The Sea, the old
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man is constructed as possessing multiple identities, some of which are even
contradictory, through his contact with different characters in the novella
(predominantly with Manolin, the great fish and the sharks).
More specific classifications of identity could be found in Tracy (2002, pp.17-20), in
which four types of identities are identified: master identity (the relatively stable and
unchanged part of oneself), interactional identity (specific roles one take in
communication with different people), personal identity (one‘s personality, attitude
and characters) and relational identity (the kind of relationship enacted with a
particular conversational partner in a specific situation). Master identity and personal
identity are both relatively stable, while focusing on different aspect of one‘s identity.
The former focuses on aspects like nationality and gender, while later concerns more
with the unique characteristics one has. Furthermore, the different types of identities
are not separated. The expression and expectation of one‘s personal identities usually
depends on master identity and interactional identity.
In The Old Man and the Sea, Santiago‘s master identity is established fairly
straightforwardly through experiential descriptions. As far as the interactional identity
and relational identity are concerned, they are constructed in his interaction with
Manolin (i.e. the unequal mastery of fishing techniques and appropriation of unequal
evaluative resources). However, the constructed temporary interactional and relational
identities helps to construct Santiago‘s stable personal identity (in the case of unequal
mastery of fishing skill, Santiago is constructed as experienced). Therefore, due to the
nature of the target text, the present thesis concerns the construction of Santiago‘s
personal identity, which is proposed to be multifaceted and with different layers of
foregrounding/emphasis. The definitions for relevant personal identities based on
Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary see Table 2.
The categories mentioned in Table 2 are justified as describing someone‘s personal
identity in the following senses. Firstly, they are stable features of a person (Tracy,
2002). Secondly, they are either one‘s personality or attitude or characters (ibid.).
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Identities
tenacious

experienced

Table 2 Definitions for relevant identities
Definition
Sense used in the analysis
If you are tenacious, you are very Great determination in doing
determined and do not give up easily (p. something
1506).
Someone who is experienced is skilled Great skill and knowledge in
or knowledgeable in a particular job particular field
because they have worked at it for a
long time (p. 494).

optimistic

Someone who is optimistic is hopeful
about the future, and believes that
things will happen in the best possible
way (p. 1011).

Hopeful for the future

confident

People who are confident feel that they
are able to deal with a situation
successfully and so do not worry about
it too much (p. 293).

Belief in overcoming the
difficulties successfully

dependable

If someone or something is dependable,
you can be sure that they will always
act consistently or sensibly, or be ready
to help you when they are needed (p.
378).

Dependable person is someone you
could count on

righteous

Someone who is righteous behaves in a
way that is morally good, religious, and
praiseworthy (p. 1250).

Morally good

As far as narrative is concerned, scholars define narrative in relation to their subject
of study. In linguistics, the initiating studies of narrative owe great deal to Labovian
sociolinguistics enquiry. Labov (1972), defines narrative as ―one method of
recapitulating past experience by matching a verbal sequence of clauses to the
sequence of events which (it is inferred) actually occurred‖ (pp. 359–360). Labov‘s
definition mainly stems from his study of oral narrative of personal experience,
therefore poses limitation in its application to the study of novels/novella. The present
paper adopts a more general definition of narrative following Herman's (2007)
glossary. Informally, he considers narrative as synonymous to story. More technically
speaking, narrative is defined as
―a representation of (i) a structured time-course of particularized events that
(ii) introduces conflict (disruption or disequilibrium) into a story world
(whether that world is presented as actual, fictional, dreamed, etc.),
conveying (iii) what it‘s like to live through that disruption, that qualia (or
felt, subjective awareness) of real or imagined consciousness undergoing the
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disruptive experience‖ (Herman, 2007, pp. 279-280)
The Old Man and the Sea is considered as narrative because it is a ―structured
time-course of particularized events‖ of an old man‘s fishing experience. The novella
introduces conflict between the old man and the great fish (or as some critics consider
as the conflict between human being and natural world, see Valenti, 2002), and his
inner conflict. The novella is not a recapitulating of something ―actually occurred‖,
but it meets the criterion of a fictional story (except some biographical/metaphorical
reading, in which case it would correspond on some level with the life story of
Hemmingway).
In this wider definition of narrative, novella is only one subtype. The present research
concerns only one instance of this subtype, functioning as a pilot study for further
researches with more diverse types of narrative.

2.2 Identity in narrative
The study of narrative in terms of identity construction/representation mainly renders
itself

in

three

traditions—sociolinguistics,

ethnomethodology and

narrative

(categorization following Bamberg, Fina and Schiffrin, 2007). The status of narrative
in the first two approaches is simply the data for research, there is ―no specific interest
in narrative as a privileged locus for the expression or the analysis of
identity‖(Bamberg, Fina and Schiffrin, 2007, p. 5; Labov and Waletzky, 1967
indicated in Labov, 1997 for their study of narrative). In contrast, the narrative
tradition is based on the assumption that, among all kinds of genre, narrative ―[has]
moved into the privileged mode for tying together existent analogies between life,
biography, and story‖ (Bamberg, Fina and Schiffrin, 2007, p. 5). Further extending the
privilege of narrative, such tradition perceives narrative as ―structuring the otherwise
meaningless into a meaningful life‖ (ibid.).

2.2.1 Sociolinguistics informed studies
We grouped under this heading researches informed by Labov's (1972) study of oral
narrative of personal experience, Dell Hymes‘s work relating sociolinguistics and
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ethnography, giving narrative the central role (Hymes, 1981, 1996, 2003) and
Gumperz's (1982) interactional sociolinguistics.
Narrators could use different levels of sociolinguistic repertoire to represent oneself
with different degrees of awareness (e.g. style-shifting at the level of prosody,
phonology, morphology, lexican, syntax, and pragmatics explored in Davies, 2007).
Moreover, linguistic strategies are also very important in the construction of identity
(exemplified by Gordon, 2007 on one child's "trying on" of her mother's multiple
identities). Shifting from the sociolinguistics repertoire and the strategies available for
narrators, different types of narrative under different context of culture could also
function to create different identities (Minks, 2007 indigenous Miskitu children‘s
construction of social identity through narrative of spirit encounters; Moissinac, 2007
on identity claims and positioning of identity through the restoration of the
believability of a sequential narrative; Korobov and Bamberg, 2007 on establishment
of identity through recounting experience of seeing nudity scene).

2.2.2 Ethnomethodology informed studies
Researches in this tradition mainly framed themselves by the works of Membership
Categorization Analysis (MCA) in Sacks (1995), critical discourse analysis (CDA)
and conversation analysis (CA).
The categorization of different roles yields different types of identity construction.
Paoletti and Johnson's (2007) analysis of an interview reveals the projected different
social identities of interviewer and interviewee (both women) through the use of
different narrative strategies in different courses of interaction. Extending the gender
(female) variable with age, Petraki, Baker and Emmison (2007) investigates the way
moral identities are produced among different generations through intergeneration
storytelling between grandmothers, mothers and daughters.
In comparison, studies informed by conversational analysts mainly concerns group
identity (as in Deppermann's, 2007 study of the strengthening of group identity
through stereotypical representation of other groups) or individuals representation of
self within a group ( as in Fasulo, 2007 on adoption of particular community register
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by ex-heroin addicts in a group psychotherapy meeting to enact situated identity).

2.2.3 Studies considering narrative as the privileged genre for
identity
The narrative tradition lacks a common theoretical or methodological orientation, the
criterion for the grouping based primarily on the assumptions mentioned in the
introduction of this section, which is best summarized in Ayometzi (2007),
―Narrative in general, and story telling in particular, have been
identified as forms particularly apt to become the locus of expression,
construction and enactment of identity‖ (p. 44).
Such central role narrative plays in our lives could best be illustrated through
Ayometzi's (2007) study of construction and maintenance of particular type of
religious identity through the telling of personal conversion story among
undocumented Mexican migrants. The research reveals that the appropriation of such
stories plays the vital role in their conscious and intentional construction of their
social identity.
The differentiation of the researches in the narrative tradition with the sociolinguistics
tradition in no way entails the ignorance of narrative with respect to different social
variables. Presuming the privileged roles played by narrative, speakers of different
age or gender (or other social variables) would construct different fundamental
identities through narrative. One study by Ely, Abrahams, MacGibbon and McCabe
(2007) with the variable of gender and age shows that young children of different
gender and age represent themselves favorably in different domains (i.e. active,
material,

mental)

using

different

strategies

(conscious/unconscious).

More

fundamental differences between young boys and girls are revealed through their
narrative in the management of difficulty in different thematic domains (Guo, 2007).
Guo‘s study of 5-year-old Mandarin-speaking children in such difficulty management
situation reveals that girls are more dominant in social and moral domain, while boys
in technical and problem solving domain.
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2.3 Identity studies in systemic functional linguistics
The early works of systemic functional linguistics, particularly Halliday (1978)
concerns with the relationship between individual and society. Individual human
being becomes person in a group of people, and a person becomes a personality with
his roles in social relationship. Personality, in Halliday (1978), is interpreted as a ―role
complex‖ hence the individual is ―seen as the configuration of a number of roles
defined by the social relationships in which he enters‖ (p. 15). The personality in this
sense could be understood as one‘s identities, encompassing the four categories of
master identity, interactional identity, personal identity and relational identity (Tracy,
2002). The later development of identity research from a systemic functional
linguistics perspective takes a variety of orientations, exploring the function of
language from different strata.

2.3.1 Identity in authoritative discourse
Power is considered to be unequally distributed. The struggle for establishing
authoritative identity could be of both institutions and people. In his study of
marketization of public discourse (the construction of institutional identity as
more/less authoritative), Fairclough (1993) distinguishes two subtype of interpersonal
function (as opposing to ideational and textual), identity function and relational
function. The former refers to text's function of constituting personal and social
identities, while the latter refers to its function in constituting social relationships.
Based on identity constitutive function of texts, he conducted a comparative study of
the institutional voice of newer university and old university through the analysis of
their press advertisements, academic curriculum vitae and undergraduate prospectuses,
from the perspective of constructed identity, generic structure and clause grammar.
Fairclough supports that the newer university in the research "actively constructing an
institutional identity" (Fairclough, 1993, p. 147), while the identity of older
universities are settled and given. The identity constructed by the two distinct
institutions also differ, the older university is constructed as "impersonal, distant,
settled" (p. 146), compared to the "personal, informal, solidary and equal relationship
between institution and potential applicant" (p.147) identity constructed by newer
university. The construction of such identity could be supported by the specific
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features of generic structure, in which the older university used the generic structure
of traditional advertising for academic posts, while the one used by the newer
university is hybrid of traditional academic post, commodity advertising and prestige
advertising and more prominently, the discourse of newer university is partly
structured as narrative. Furthermore, at the clause level, evidence for the difference of
the construction of authoritative identity was discussed in terms of mood, modality
and transitivity. The authority of the older university is constructed through the use of
declarative mood with high-affinity epistemic modalities, while more personalized
(with the mixture of authoritative identity) identity is constructed by newer university
through imperative mood (personalized), high-affinity epistemic modality (authority
of the institution), and lack of explicit obligational modalities. Similar evidence could
be found in transitivity analysis, which reveals salient use of passives and
nominalizations (impersonal) of older university, contrasting with that of newer
university.
Shifting away from institutional construction of authoritative identity, McCabe‘s
(2004) study of history textbooks illustrates how textbook authors construct
authoritative identity and the varying extent with respect to different cultures (US and
Spanish). In terms of mood and modality, McCabe corroborates the general features
of school textbook as using less hedging, providing reason from the perspective of
writer authority and their desire for negotiability of their interpretations. McCabe's
analysis shows similarity between history textbooks and hard sciences concerning the
use of hedging and boosting devices for the purposeful construction of the
interpretations as more objective/factual. As far as mood choice is concerned, both
English and Spanish textbook resort heavily to the declarative mood contrasting with
low use of interrogative and imperative mood, foregrounding the informative nature
of textbook and distancing the readers. As for modality, the most commonly used
modalization devices are modal adjuncts, finite operators and metaphoric modality,
sequenced with reference to their percentages. Intertextual difference emerges
considering the use of modal adjunct (of possibility or usuality), English textbooks
present slight preference for hedging, while Spanish for more boosters. The patterning
of modal operators and metaphoric modality are fairly similar in both types of
textbooks, with the use of metaphoric modality for boosting the strength of the
propositions. Connecting the overall pattern of boosting and hedging (Spanish more
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boosters) with educational context in US and Spain, McCabe resorts to the difference
the two contexts construct for their learners, Spanish as passive, US as actively
engaged, based on which McCabe concludes that history textbook writers' authority is
constructed through the strategic use of mood and modality as well as the constitutive
nature of educational context.
Similar studies on the construction of authoritative identity by expertise could also be
found in Patrona (2005) and Locher and Hoffmann (2006). In Patrona (2005), experts'
(in Greek television studio discussion programs) evaluation of their statements on line
is analyzed from the types of statements and modal elements used. Patrona's study
shows that the purpose of modulation of factuality and modality design of their talk
differs with respect to communicative aims of different programs. Patrona contrasts
adversarial debates and informative discussions. In the debate context, factual
statements, specific types of nonfactual statement and high modality are used to
construct authoritative and knowledgeable public identity. In contrast, in discussion
context, nonfactual statement and low modal elements are used to create supportive
and consensus preferred environment. Locher and Hoffmann‘s (2006) study concerns
the expertise identity construction of fictional (since there is a group of people under
this identity) on-line health advisor through recurring strategies on semantic level.

2.3.2 Identity in work place discourse
Resembling the research in the previous section, Ho‘s (2010a) research into English
language teachers‘ group leaders reveals that for the purpose of compliance to request,
the leaders not only construct themselves as authoritative, but also as accountable,
rational, understanding, considerate, polite and capable. Ho studies the request emails
of the leaders and found that strategies at both clause (systemic functional
grammatical) and discourse (influence tactic framework) level. Grammatical
resources are used strategically in the construction of accountable leader, mainly
through the inclusion of Agent in clauses, use of active voice and use of high level
modality, which bear resemblance to Ho‘s (2010b) study of identity construction
among English teachers of the same rank for personal interest (promotion and pay
rise). The e-mail authors construct responsible and hardworking identity through the
use of active voice, inclusion of agent (when the agent is the author of the e-mail) and
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the use of material action process. Moreover, the authoritative identity is also
constructed among peers by using imperative mood and declarative mood with
deontic modality/suggestive verbs.

2.3.3 Identity in academic discourse
Academic writing is commonly understood as ―objective, impersonal, and
informational, and that it should not be tinted with the identity of writer‖ (Piller, 1999,
p. 630). However, many studies gradually unraveling the impersonal myth of
academic writing, proposing that authors of academic writing do construct their
identities. Ivanič (1998) argues that all form of writing creates identity along with the
ideational meanings. Ivanič takes a social constructionist view of identity and
categorizes writers‘ identity as autobiographic self, discoursal self and self as author.
Based on comparative study of speaker and writer identity and on the works of
literacy theorists, she suggested that writers‘ identities are constructed both through
linguistic choices and practices associated with writing. Academic discourse, as Ivanič
points out, ―represents a site of struggle in terms of ideologies of knowledge-making
and relations of power within the academic community‖ (Ivanič, 1998, p. 281).
The solidarity and difference with respect to academic community is also discussed in
Hood (2004) in terms of the evaluative stance construed in the introduction part of
academic research papers. Framing her research theoretically in the

APPRAISAL

model,

concerning primarily with the interpersonal meaning, Hood explains linguistically the
management of academic writers‘ maintenance of solidarity with the academic
community and their establishment of difference.
Apart from the construction of stance, writers also use different voices to construct
different identities. Voice is defined in terms of key with reference to the clines of
instantiation of evaluation:

APPRAISAL

(system) - key (register) - stance (text-type) -

evaluation (text) - reaction (reading) (Hood, 2012, p. 55; Martin and White, 2005, p.
25). Voice is the "registerial keys in discourse" (Hood, 2012, p. 56), as the key is the
constrained configurations on choice of system from particular registers and genres.
Voice and key are conceived as complementary in the sense that "key is the
configuration of

APPRAISAL

resources that enact a registerial role; voice is the
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registerial role that is enacted in those APPRAISAL choices" (ibid.). Hood also proposes
that key and voice "relate to the construal of identities or roles in the language of
texts" (p. 56). The choice of voice determines the type of

APPRAISAL

resources that

would typically be instantiated, thus creating different identities. Three types of
construed voices are proposed, observer, critic and participant (Hood, 2012; the
previous two, see Hood, 2004; also compare with institutional voices in Martin and
White, 2005). The observer voice display use of all attitudinal categories ( AFFECT,
JUDGMENT, APPRECIATION).

specifically flagged
ATTITUDE,

In contrast, critic voice rely more on invoked

ATTITUDE

it mainly with

through

APPRECIATION

GRADUATION.

rather than

ATTITUDE,

Even in the case of inscribed

JUDGMENT.

Similar to the observer

voice, participant voice is also unconstrained with respect to the resource of ATTITUDE.
The difference lies in the fact that "the persuasive power of the propositional
meanings projected by participant voice may rest not in compelling expressions or
attitude but in an assumed legitimacy that comes from being an insider" (Hood, 2012,
p. 61). Therefore, different voices construct the writer of the academic discourse
differently with respect to the specific academic community.

2.3.4 Identity in forensic discourse
Studies of identity in forensic context are mainly conducted among the cline of
individuation postulated in Martin (2010). A number of researches along this line,
concerning the Youth Justice Conferencing in New South Wales are collected in
Volume 8 in the Collected Works of J. R. Martin (Wang, 2012). Martin (2010)
formulates individuation along two trajectories, that of classifying identities and
negotiating identities. The first approach concerns "power, classification and
recognition rules" while the later "[persona's alignment] into sub-cultures, configuring
master identities and constituting a culture" (Martin, 2010, p. 31). In this way, Martin
postulates individuation as bonds, with the cline of reservoir to repertoire. This idea of
individuation, focusing on users rather than the use of language, fosters many
researches in the forensic context (Martin, 2009; Zappavigna, Dwyer and Martin,
2007, 2008).
Zappavigna, Dwyer and Martin (2007) concerns primarily with the 'Commissioned
Recount" in the genre of Youth Justice Conferencing, which has the structure of
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"Orientation ^ Record of events ^ (Re-Orientation) ^ (Extension) ^ Interpretation ^
Ramifications". They concentrates mainly on the analysis of Record of
events^(Re-Orientation)^(Extension) by the Young Person or with the illicitation of
the convernors and/or liaison officers and Interpretation mainly by convernors and
liaison officers. They found that virtually all the exchanges and explicit evaluation are
initiated and introduced by the convernors/liaison officers, hence controlling the
meaning of the recount (more detailed analysis of

APPRAISAL

resources used see

Martin, Zappavigna and Dwyer, 2010). Through the comparison with typical young
person vernacular, Zappavigna, Dwyer and Martin (2007) propose that the Young
Persons in the Youth Justice Conferencing are not being themselves, illustrated in the
general avoidance of the use of antilanguage, evaluative language and slang in their
recount, which are essential to the bonding with their peer group. Rather, their
"identity is shaped by genre" (Zappavigna, Dwyer and Martin, 2007, p. 154) in this
context by the role assignment of commissioned recount as well as adult expectations.
Another typical characteristics of the Young Person‘s discourse in this particular genre
is their tempering of the culpability of their offense in the recount phase through the
coupling (Martin, 2000) of different

APPRAISAL

as well as with ideational and textual

resources (Zappavigna et al., 2008). Such tempering includes the tempering the
impropriety of their offense and responsibility and minimizing negative judgment
(constructing themselves as "small target").
Going along this line one step further, Martin (2009) draws on the Legitimation Code
Theory by Maton, postulating the Youth Justice Conferences as pedagogic discourse,
he proposed four possible identities for the Young Person: "redeemed (forthcoming
and remorseful), accused (neither forthcoming nor remorseful), guilty (forthcoming
but not remorseful) and prodigal (unforthcoming but remorseful)" (p. 93) along the
axis of forthcoming ("a stronger or weaker epistemic relation of admission") and
remorseful ("a stronger or weaker social relation of contrition") (p. 92). In this way,
different Young Persons could be grouped under different identities. Martin also
points out the subjectivity of such characterization in terms of the repertoire (Martin,
2010) of the Young Person and his understanding of adults' expectation (similar lines
of research on teenage identity also see Martin et al., 2010; Zappavigna, Cléirigh,
Dwyer and Martin, 2010).
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2.3.5 Theoretical and quantitative studies on identity
Another aspect of individuation discussed in Martin (2010), iconography, is also
highly relevant to the study of identity. Tann (2010) modeled discursive construction
of identity icons (one type of collective identity) based on empirical analysis of actual
texts in the framework of APPRAISAL system and Membership Categorization Analysis.
He modeled the process in Oracles (celebrated people and things), Doxa (shared
values) and Gemeinschaft (sense of community) triangle, in which Oracles invoke
Doxa and affiliate members into Gemeinschaft.
Writer identity is also explored in Don's (2007) preliminary analysis of textual
identity based on the comparison of frequencies of

ATTITUDE

values by three different

participants in the context of electronic mailing. By textual identity, Don refers to "a
function of the linguistic patterns common to a corpus of texts composed by a set of
writers/speakers" (p. 1), in which evaluative disposition (APPRAISAL based analysis) is
a subset. The two types of textual identities are 'stylistic' and 'negotiated', the former is
built up in terms of the ratios of

APPRAISAL

types, lexical keywords and orientation to

response, while later focuses on the targets of evaluation. More statistically oriented
study concerning this topic could be found in O‘Donnell (n.d.). He showed the
revelation of author's identity and identity assigned to other voices through the
conjunction of

APPRAISAL

system with corpus annotation (UAM Corpus Tool). In his

article, he explored two ways of identification, individual writer's identity or that of
groupings of writers. He proposed that individual's identity could be probed into
either through the analysis of a single text or a number of texts written by the writer
with regard to the "evaluative" style and "personal signature" style. In contrast,
identity of groupings of writer is explored in terms of affiliation and distancing,
mainly through the Target of evaluation,

ATTITUDE, ENGAGEMENT

and

GRADUATION

resources.

2.4 Summary
On the one hand, the identity studies in narratives are different in their methodology
and

orientations.

Nonetheless,

they

bear

similar

assumption

of

identity

construction/presentation of the narrator through narrative, regardless of the strategies
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used, the sociological differences or the types of narrative.
On the other hand, the study of identity in systemic functional linguistics proper is
abundant with reference to various aspects of social life. The construction of
authoritative identity is studied from the perspective of institutional identity, and
history text book writers‘ authoritative identity and individuals‘ expertise. Apart from
showing authority, leaders‘ other types of identities as well as those of other teachers‘
are studied through the grammatical analysis of work place email interaction.
Moreover, semantically oriented studies, with particular concentration on

APPRAISAL

system can be found in the analysis of voice in academic and institutional discourse.
In addition,

APPRAISAL

analysis is also proved to be extremely effective in its

application in forensic linguistics, in which Young Persons‘ identity construction and
representation in Youth Justice Conferencing has been the central concern. This
application further informs the theorization along the line of individuation. As far as
APPRAISAL

system is concerned, the more qualitative explorations of the texts are

being complemented by more quantitative analysis.
The present thesis concerns primarily with one type of narrative (novella). However,
contrasting with the aforementioned researches, the attention has been shifted from
the construction/presentation of narrator‘s identity to that of characters. Such shift
results from the type of narrative and the linguistic resources involved. Characters are
created in novels/novellas through dialogues between characters as well as
author‘s/narrator‘s description. Therefore, the linguistic resources under scrutiny not
only involve how characters interact, but also the way different characters are
described. Furthermore, the present thesis also aims to see how the protagonist‘s
identities are constructed through the evaluative resources used on other characters.
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III

Frameworks for the Analysis

In this thesis, following Halliday (1992), we make distinctions for theory and
description, hence the distinguished separation of theoretical and descriptive
framework. By theoretical, we mean the categories that are ―general to all
languages…[and] have evolved in the construction of a general linguistic theory‖
(Halliday, 1992, p. 201). Theory is ―semiotic construct made out of meaning‖
(Matthiessen, Teruya and Lam, 2010, p. 227) they undergo constant refinement and
development with our deepened understanding of language. Therefore, the categories
of metafunction, system, instance, realization are theoretical ( Matthiessen, Teruya
and Lam, 2010).
In contrast, descriptive categories are ―in principle language specific…[and] have
evolved in the description of particular languages‖ (Halliday, 1992, p. 201). The
distinctive feature of descriptive categories is that they are usually redefined with
respect to different languages. Therefore, categories like
ENGAGEMENT, GRADUATION

APPRAISAL

2

,

ATTITUDE,

are descriptive ( Matthiessen, Teruya and Lam, 2010).

Theory and description are of different level of abstraction, constituting the relation of
realization (Halliday, 1992; Matthiessen, Teruya and Lam, 2010).
Based on such comparison, the present thesis considers its positioning in the systemic
functional linguistics proper (section 3.1) as theoretical, while the specific system at
stake (APPRAISAL in section 3.2) is considered descriptive.
Furthermore, this section also discusses the phase of development of the novella The
Old Man and the Sea based on the consideration of phase as the unit of prosodic
analysis of interpersonal meaning (see Martin and Rose, 2007).

2

SMALL CAPS are used to distinguish APPRAISAL resources as well as system names from other lexis in this

thesis.
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3.1

Theoretical framework: Placing current work in the
systemic functional linguistics model

Language is viewed from a social orientation in systemic functional linguistics
(Halliday, 1978). We use language to construe experience as well as enact
personal/social relationship, the former referred to as ideational, the later interpersonal
metafunction, with textual metafunction enabling the two in discourse (Halliday and
Matthiessen, 2004).
Systemic functional linguistics (hereafter SFL) adopts a stratificational model of
language and social context. Language is stratified into the strata of semantics,
lexicogrammar, phonology and phonetics (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004) while the
social context into strata of genre and register (Martin, 1992) in which context is
modeled as ―connotative semiotic‖ (Matthiessen, 2005, p. 527), having language as its
expression plane. The relation from genre down to phonetics is theorized as
realization and from lexicogrammar to genre as construing (the relation of phonology
to lexicogrammar is not one of construing, but of signaling, see Hasan, 2009, p. 170).
The stratum of semantics is developed out of the work on cohesion (Halliday and
Hasan, 1976) as discourse semantics, distinguishing between non-structural resources
of cohesion with structural resource of grammar (Martin, 1992), modeling the stratum
into system of APPRAISAL and NEGOTIATION (interpersonal), IDEATION and CONJUNCTION
(ideational), PERIODICITY and IDENTIFICATION (textual) (Martin and Rose, 2007; Martin,
1992). Above the stratum of semantics, social context is stratified into genre and
register (Martin, 1992, cf. Halliday, 1978 for register as linguistic variety), of which
the register is ―metafunctionally organized into field, mode and tenor variables‖
(Martin, 1996, p. 217; Martin, 1992), field refers to the going-ons in context
(experiential), mode the role of language (textual) and tenor the relationship between
persons (interpersonal) (ibid.). The tenor variable is relevant to social status
(equal/unequal), contact (involved/distant) and affect (Martin, 1992, 1996). Although
participants‘ identities are not included in the aforementioned three systems, we
consider it belongs to the study of tenor, as it is defined as ―the negotiation of social
relationships among participants‖ Martin (1992: 523), and also,
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―The cluster of socially meaningful participant relationship, both
permanent attributes of the participants and role relationships that are
specific to the situation, including the speech roles, those that come
into being through the exchange of verbal meaning.‖ Halliday (1978:
143).
textual

social

Affiliation
/involvement
&distance

genre

context
MODE

register

IDENTIFICATION
PERIODICITY

discourse semantics

lexicogrammar

systemregistertext typetextreading

language
phonology

Santiago‘s
identity
phonetics

Figure 1 Identity study in systemic functional linguistics repertoire (adapted from Halliday and
Matthiessen, 2004; Martin, 1992/2010; Martin and White, 2005; less relevant systems are not
labeled)

The study of identity is considered to belonged to the study of tenor in that identities
―are relational: who one is, is a matter of how one relates to the world and to other
people‖ (Fairclough, 2003, p.166). That means, the construction and maintenance of
identity is not of an individual, but in relation to other individual/community (more on
identity, see section 3.4.1).
Together with metafunction and realisation, language and social context are also
modeled along the cline of instantiation, with system (meaning potential) at the one
end and instance (actual text) at the other (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004).
Realization relation is one of abstraction, while instantiation is one of generalization.
As Matthiessen, Teruya and Lam (2010) shows, the cline of instantiation ―relates
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observable instances to the potential that lies behind them‖ (p.121). The present case
study concerns only one instance of text (text as discourse semantic unit, Martin,
1992). Stratification, metafunction, realization (double-sided arrow), instantiation
(one-sided arrow) with relation to the text‘s construction of characters‘ identity in
narrative (novella) is diagrammatically illustrated in Figure 1. Different strata are
modeled with co-tangential circles illustrating the metaredundancy relation between
strata.
The exploration of APPRAISAL resources concerns the instantiation of system, the most
ultimate instance being ―the type of reading a text affords‖ (Martin and White, 2005),
depending on readers‘ social subjectivity. Reading is postulated at the end of the
instantiation cline after text, since ―texts themselves have more than enough meaning
potential to be read in different ways‖ (Martin and White, 2005, p.25). The kind of
identity reading the text offers is analyzed in terms of the co-selection of the features
from the

APPRAISAL

system. In this way, the present thesis intends to explore the

identity reading the text naturalizes (Hood, 2010; Macken-Horarik, 2003; Martin and
White, 2005; Martin, 1995) and the

APPRAISAL

resources that are involved in

naturalizing such reading.

3.2 Descriptive framework: APPRAISAL system
APPRAISAL

system is modeled in the stratum of discourse semantics construing

interpersonal meaning (as illustrated in Figure 1), concerning the language of
evaluation from more lexical end (Martin and White, 2005). With

APPRAISAL,

the

attention has been shifted from ―the exchange of goods and services or information, to
the negotiation of feeling‖ (Martin and Hood, 2007, p. 378). More delicately,
APPRAISAL

system is organized into the system of

GRADUATION. ATTITUDE

ATTITUDE, ENGAGEMENT

and

concerns our feelings, ENGAGEMENT the source of ATTITUDE and

heterglossic voices and

GRADUATION

the amplification and categorization of our

feelings (Martin and White, 2005).
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3.2.1 Introduction to ATTITUDE system
The system of
JUDGMENT

ATTITUDE

is divided into three types,

AFFECT

(expressing emotion),

(judging character/behavior) and APPRECIATION (valuing the worth of things)

(Martin and White, 2005; Martin and Rose, 2007). In terms of construal, we have
(Martin, 2000, p. 205),
AFFECT
JUDGMENT
APPRECIATION

for the construal of
for the construal of
for the construal of

emotional responses
moral evaluations of behavior
‗aesthetic‘ quality of semiotic
text/processes
and
natural
phenomena

Among AFFECT, JUDGMENT, APPRECIATION, AFFECT is considered to be the basic system,
JUDGMENT

recontextualizes

AFFECT

as an ―evaluation matrix for behavior, with a view

to controlling what people do‖ (Martin, 2000, p. 207),
AFFECT

APPRECIATION

recontextualizes

as an ―evaluation matrix for the products of behavior (and wonders of nature),

with a view to valuing what people achieve‖ (ibid.). In other words,
APPRECIATION

2000),

are institutionalization of

JUDGMENT

AFFECT

in the context of proposal,

JUDGMENT

and

(Martin and White, 2005; Martin,
APPRECIATION

in the context of

proposition (Martin and Rose, 2007).
ATTITUDE

can be inscribed, or invoked by various means (provoked, flagged, and

afforded) (Martin and White, 2005). Inscribed

ATTITUDE

of polarity and gradability‖ (Hood, 2010, p. 75),

are identified ―on the ground
ATTITUDE

is provoked by

metaphorical languages, flagged by grading non-attitudinal meaning, and afforded by
experiential meanings (Hood, 2010; Martin and White, 2005; Martin, 1995) as the
following instances illustrate.
INSCRIBE

12 Everything about him was old except his eyes and they were the same color as the sea
and were cheerful and undefeated [+APPRECIATION: VALUATION].

PROVOKED

11 They were as old as erosions in a fishless desert [+APPRECIATION: VALUATION].

FLAGGED

2 He was an old man who fished alone in a skiff in the Gulf Stream and he had gone
eighty-four days [+FORCE: EXTENT] now without taking a fish.

AFFORDED
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397-413 He rowed slowly and steadily toward where the bird was circling. He did not
hurry and he kept his lines straight up and down [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY]. .. The
bird went higher in the air and circled again, his wings motionless…

ATTITUDE

system, with more delicate

AFFECT, JUDGMENT

and

APPRECIATION

features

co-selecting in EXPLICITNESS system see Figure 2.
dis/inclination
affect

un/happiness
in/security
dis/satisfaction

ATTITUDE
TYPE

judgment

Person feels AFFECT about
something; it makes person feel
AFFECT that [proposition]

normality

how special?

capacity

how capable?

tenacity

how dependable?

veracity

how honest?

propriety

how far beyond reproach?

ATTITUDE

appreciation

reaction

did it grab me?/did I like it?

composition

did it hang together?/was it hard
to follow?
was it worthwhile?

valuation
inscribe
EXPLICITNESS

provoke
invoke

flag
invite
afford

positive
POLARITY

negative
Figure 2
n.d.)

ATTITUDE

system with reactance (adapted from Martin and White, 2005; O‘Donnell,

The reactance at the right side of the system helps to distinguish between categories in
analysis. In this system network, the system of
whether the attitude is positive or negative.
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POLARITY

is also added to show

3.2.2 Introduction to ENGAGEMENT and GRADUATION system
The resource of ENGAGEMENT has to do with the source of emotion and the positioning
of author‘s voice with respect to other voices (Martin and White, 2005). As far as the
dialogic nature of text is concerned, resources of

ENGAGEMENT

either close down or

invite dialogic alternatives; the former is termed dialogically contractive, while the
later dialogically expansive.
intensity (of attribute)
vigor (of process)

INTENSIFYING

modulation (of proposal)

FORCE

amount (of thing)
extent

QUANTIFYING

(of process)

GRADUATION

frequency

authenticity
VALEUR

specificity
FOCUS

completion
FULFILMENT

actualization
Figure 3 GRADUATION system (adapted from Hood, 2010, 2012)

Dialogic potential could be contracted by denying other voices (DENY), countering a
proposition (COUNTER), agreeing with certain opinion (CONCUR), authorial intervention
(PRONOUNCE and ENDORSE). In contrast, dialogic potential could be expanded either by
acknowledging other possible voices (ENTERTAIN) or attributing a proposition to some
external sources (ATTRIBUTE) (Martin and white, 2005).
Another key system of

APPRAISAL

is the

GRADUATION

system, which concerns

up-scaling and down-scaling of the resources of both ATTITUDE and ENGAGEMENT. Two
types of

GRADUATION

are distinguished—FORCE and

FOCUS.

Force concerns scaling

meaning according to raising/lowering of intensity and quantity, while

FOCUS

concerns scaling meaning in terms of sharpening/softening of boundaries (Hood,
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2010; Martin and White, 2005). The developed more delicate features of
FORCE

FOCUS

and

system differ according to the genre under scrutiny. The present thesis takes

Hood‘s (2010; 2012)

GRADUATION

system as the point of departure. The basic system

network from Hood (2010, p.105; 2012, p. 60) see Figure 3 , the degree of delicacy is
adjusted based on particular analytical need.
To compare Hood‘s system with Martin and White‘s system, the feature

AMOUNT

includes features of number, mass developed in Martin and White (2005) as well as
volume (Hood, 2010, p. 97). Furthermore, in Hood‘s system (Hood, 2012), the feature
EXTENT is

further categorized into

SPACE and TIME,

DISTANCE

and

SCOPE

with more delicate features of

which are omitted since the current thesis only analyze up to the scale

of EXTENT. Moreover, the proposal in MODULATION refers to the ‗proposal‘ (as opposed
to ‗proposition‘) in Halliday‘s exchange of goods and services (Halliday and
Matthiessen, 2004; Hood, 2010).
In this thesis,

APPRAISAL

system helps for a more lexically oriented description of the

way the text constructs Santiago‘s identities. The present thesis proposes that the
naturalized Santiago‘s identities are mainly the function of different

APPRAISAL

resources throughout different phases. Moreover, since we assume language as a
meaning making resource (including the stratum of discourse semantics) (Halliday,
1978), the word ―use‖ is frequently used in the analysis (e.g. the

APPRAISAL

resource

of TENACITY is used to construct Santiago as tenacious).

3.3 Phase of development
Martin and Rose (2008) distinguishes between stage and phase as the former refers to
the ―recurrent syntagmatic structure of a genre‖ (Martin, 2010, p. 24) and the later
sub-staging. However, this thesis does not analyze the overall structure of narrative.
Concerning this particular case, we only consider this novella‘s phases.
The present thesis draws its partial analysis of phase from the analysis of the structure
of oral narrative in Labov and Waletzky (1967) and Labov (1972). We consider the
narrative structure laid by Labov inadequate for the analysis of the novella The Old
Man and The Sea since their structural description is for ―oral versions of personal
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experiences: not the products of expert story tellers that have been retold many times‖
(Labov and Waletzky, 1967, p. 12); therefore only part of the Labovian narrative
structure is adopted. Complementarily, the tragic reading of The Old Man and The
Sea (Valenti, 2002, p. 12) provides support for the integration of Aristotelian plot
analysis (Aristotle, 2011). The reading of the novella as a classical tragedy by some
critics is based on the assumption that ―the hero‘s downfall is the consequence of his
character flaw‖ (Valenti, 2002, p. 12), which is stated in the novella by Santiago ―I am
sorry that I went too far out. I ruined us both‖ (sentence 1680).
According to Labov ( 1972, p. 363), ―fully-formed narrative may show the following:
1. Abstract
2. Orientation
3. Complicating action
4. Evaluation
5. Result or resolution
6. Coda
The present thesis adopts the phase of Orientation, Resolution and Coda. Orientation,
according to Labov and Waletzky (1967) ―[serves] to orient the listeners (readers in
this thesis) in respect to person, place, time, and behavioral situation‖ (p. 32), which is
formally identified as ―the group of free clauses which precede the first narrative
clause‖ (ibid.). The first part (before Santiago went out fishing) of The Old Man and
The Sea does begin the narration. Nonetheless, the major function is to orient the
readers with the upcoming story, providing the characters, setting and relationship
between characters. Therefore, this part of the novella is considered to be the
Orientation3 phase.
Furthermore, Resolution in narrative of oral experiences is defined as the ―result of a
narrative‖ (Labov and Waletzky, 1967, p 40). Since the major complication of the
novella ends with the last shark attack, we define the phase from that last attack to the
second morning as Resolution. Following Resolution is the Coda of the novella (the
second day of the shark attack), which ―[signals] that the narrative is finished‖(Labov,
3

For distinguishing purpose, the present thesis uses capitalized first letter word in the analysis to refer to the
different stages.
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1972, p. 365).
Between Resolution and Peripeteia (the killing of the great fish), Santiago hooks the
great fish and stays with him for almost two days, which is considered to be the phase
of Inciting Incident. Inciting incident is defined as ―that part of the exposition which
concerns an incident which incites or sparks off the action‖ (Bulman, 2007, p. 116). In
this novella, the hooking of the great fish functions to spark the following plots,
including the killing of the great fish and the fight against the sharks.
Complementarily, for a more delicate phase analysis, Aristotle‘s (1995) notion of
Peripeteia, Recognition (Anagnorisis), Suffering (Catastrophe) are borrowed with
adaptations to denote the middle phases between Inciting Incident and Resolution.
The definition for these terms and their corresponding uses in the present thesis are
illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1 The phase of Peripeteia, Anagnorisis and Catastrophe
Phase
Definition
Parts of novella
(Plot in Aristotle)
Peripeteia
Reversal of the situation
1) The great fish begins circling-death
2) Change:
the
great
fish
dominance—Santiago dominance
Anagnorisis

Recognition scene
Change from ignorance to
knowledge

1) Killing the fish—face the shark
2) Affiliation expressed, most notably
through ―But I have killed this fish
which is my brother and now I must
do the slave work‖ (sentence 1343)

Catastrophe

The scene of suffering
Destructive/painful action

1) Attack by the sharks
2) Mental and physical suffering

From Table 1, we could see that the terms are not used in their strict sense, especially
the phase of Anagnorisis (recognition), since Santiago has recognized he is killing his
true brother before he kills the great fish, as the following instance indicates.
1036 It is enough to live on the sea and kill our true brothers. (Inciting Incident)

The phases in the novella with the corresponding parts are shown as:
Orientation
Flashback1

1-336
52-55 fishing with the boy
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Dream1
Inciting Incident
Flashback2
Flashback3
Dream2
Peripeteia
Anagnorisis
Catastrophe
Attack1
Introspection1
Attack2
Introspection2
Attack3
Introspection3
Attack4
Introspection4
Attack5
Attack6
Introspection5
RESOLUTION
CODA
Dream

288-296
337-1186
631-638 the male and female marlin
942-964 the hand game
1118-1120
1187-1338
1339-1415
1416-1757
1416-1454
1462-1526
1537-1574
1583-1614
1615-1618
1626-1633
1634-1657
1669-1722
1735-1746
1757
1765-1776
1758-1798
1799-1906
1906

The numbers at the right column are the instance numbers (see section 4.1) based on
APPRAISAL

Corpus developed by the Centre for Functional Linguistics, Beijing Normal

University.
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IV

Data Analysis and Discussion

4.1 Analysis of APPRAISAL units per se
APPRAISAL

units involve Emoter and Target in

AFFECT

system, while Appraiser and

Appraised in the JUDGMENT and APPRECIATION system. In this section, the construction
of Santiago‘s identity is analyzed in terms of different sources of evaluation (i.e.
different Appraisers). While the

AFFECT system

will be considered in the analysis of

conversation and affiliation.

4.1.1 Narrator—Santiago
This section of the thesis concerns the narrator‘s construction of Santiago‘s identity
either by directly inscribing or indirectly provoking, flagging and affording his
evaluation.
4.1.1.1

Inscribed attitude

The construction of Santiago‘s identity is rarely through inscriptions, which is fairly
normal considering that The Old Man and the Sea is a novella based primarily on
experiential description.
(1) Tenacious
Though scarcely inscribed, narrator‘s construction of Santiago as tenacious permeates
the phase of Orientation, Inciting Incident and Catastrophe as the following instances
illustrate respectively.
12 Everything about him was old except his eyes and they were the same color as the sea and
were cheerful and undefeated [+APPRECIATION: VALUATION].
1029 Then he was sorry for the great fish that had nothing to eat and his determination
[+JUDGMENT: TENACITY] to kill him never relaxed in his sorrow for him.
1448 He hit it without hope but with resolution [+JUDGMENT: TENACITY] and complete
malignancy.

All of the inscriptions are positive

APPRAISAL

resources, appreciating the old man‘s

eyes and judging the old man‘s action when he is dealing with the great fish
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(determination to kill) and the sharks (hit…with resolution).
(2) Experienced
Santiago‘s another major characteristic in spite of tenacity is his experience.
Preliminary consideration of the lexical realization of the

JUDGMENT

in the following

instances yields the portrayal of Santiago as cautious and capable. However,
speculation from the context constructed in this particular novella would reveal that
Santiago‘s caution and capability lie primarily in his experience, hence experienced is
used to cover both capable and cautious.
Inciting Incident
499 The old man held the line delicately [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY], and softly, with his left
hand, unleashed it from the stick.
653 He worked skillfully [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] with the one hand and put his foot on
the coils to hold them as he drew his knots tight.
671 He adjusted the sack and carefully [+JUDGMENT: TENACITY] worked the line so that it
came across a new part of his shoulders and, holding it anchored with his shoulders, he
carefully [+JUDGMENT: TENACITY] felt the pull of the fish and then felt with his hand
the progress of the skiff through the /water.
729 He felt the line carefully[+JUDGMENT: TENACITY] with his right hand and noticed his
hand was bleeding.
743 Shifting the weight of the line to his left shoulder and kneeling carefully [+JUDGMENT:
TENACITY] he washed his hand in the ocean and held it there, submerged, for more than
a minute watching the blood trail away and the steady movement of the water against
his hand as the boat moved.
775 He chewed it carefully [+JUDGMENT: TENACITY] and then spat out the skin.
1072 He started to work his way back to the stern on his hands and knees, being careful
[+JUDGMENT: TENACITY] not to jerk against the fish.

All of the inscriptions are in the phase of Inciting Incident, before Santiago killed the
great fish. The two instances of CAPACITY concern mainly Santiago‘s skills/experience
in fishing, namely his intuition to pull the line delicately for fear of the disturbance of
the fish and his skillful knotting using only one hand. Other inscribed
his experience are primarily through the feature of

TENACITY,

JUDGMENTS

of

the lexical realization

being careful(ly), which qualify either his caution in fishing (worked the line, felt the
pull, felt the line, kneeling, not to jerk) or his experience in eating raw sea fish
(chewed).
Despite the major characteristics of being tenacious and experienced, some of
Santiago‘s personalities are backgrounded, namely the construction of optimistic and
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confident Santiago. Nonetheless, as far as the inscriptions are concerned, the traces of
these characteristics could also be directly perceived.
(3) Optimistic
Orientation
12 Everything about him was old except his eyes and they were the same color as the sea and
were cheerful [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] and undefeated.
67 His hope [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] and his confidence had never gone.
68 But now they were freshening [+APPRECIATION: REACTION] as when the breeze rises.

Santiago‘s hopeful characteristic is constructed through physical qualification of his
eyes (12), and nominalization and later evaluation of his hope (67-8) in the
Orientation phase, serving a very general and primary introduction to Santiago‘s
optimism.
Moreover, Santiago‘s confident personality is inscribed in the Orientation phase.
(4) Confident
Orientation
67 His hope and his confidence [+AFFECT: SECURITY] had never gone.
68 But now they were freshening [+APPRECIATION: REACTION] as when the breeze rises.

The confident personality is constructed through the

AFFECT

of

SECURITY,

which is

later picked up by the APPRECIATION of REACTION. The above example shows the close
relationship between his constructed confidence and optimism, since they are
packaged in the pronoun they in instance 68.
4.1.1.2

Provoked attitude

Evaluations are provoked mainly through the use of metaphorical languages (Martin
and White, 2005).
(1) Experienced
Despite the direct inscription of Santiago‘s experience, instance 11 provokes readers
to evaluate Santiago as experienced, by stating that they are not simply old, but old as
erosions, which imply deep and multiple scars on his hands, the kind that could only
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be found on the hand of experienced fisherman (in this particular context). This point
of graduating Santiago‘s ―oldness‖ is in accordance with the experiential descriptions
that are discussed in the narrator‘s construction through affording evaluation (cf.
5.1.4). In addition, speaking of the emphasis on the no -fish period, the Epithet in the
nominal group a fishless desert also serves to strengthen the force of this experiential
description.
[10 But none of these scars were fresh.]
11 They were as old as erosions in a fishless desert [+APPRECIATION: VALUATION].

(2) Optimistic
Santiago‘s optimism is constructed through the contrast of
APPRECIATION

VALUATION.

The positive

in instance 12 is contrasted with the provoked negative evaluation of the

old man as old, not just in instance 6, but throughout the previous instances (mainly
through flagging and affording).
6 The sail was patched with flour sacks and, furled, it looked like the flag of permanent
defeat [-APPRECIATION: VALUATION].
12 Everything about him was old except his eyes and they were the same color as the sea
[+APPRECIATION: VALUATION] and were cheerful and undefeated.

This type of contrastive evaluation is one of the primary means used in this novella,
specifically during the phase of Peripeteia and Catastrophe.
4.1.1.3

Flagged attitude

Santiago‘s identities are construed also by means of flagging through the resources of
GRADUATION,

which "alerts readers to the idea the subjectivity is at play" (Martin and

Hood, 2007, p. 382).
(1) Tenacious
In the phase of Orientation, the major feature involved is the
process, namely that of

EXTENT.

QUANTIFICATION

of

The number of days that Santiago failed to catch a

fish is upgraded, hence flagging the evaluation of Santiago as a tenacious character.
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2 He was an old man who fished alone in a skiff in the Gulf Stream and he had gone
eighty-four days [+FORCE: EXTENT] now without [ENGAGEMENT: DENY] taking a fish.
3 In the first forty days [+FORCE: EXTENT] a boy had been with him.
4 But after forty days[+FORCE: EXTENT] without a fish the boy's parents had told him that
the old man was now definitely and finally salao, which is the worst form of unlucky, and
the boy had gone at their orders in another boat which caught three [+FORCE: AMOUNT]
good [+APPRECIATION: VALUATION] fish the first week [+FORCE: EXTENT].

Notably, the

GRADUATION

of Santiago‘s non-fish days and the success of Manolin‘s

boat form a strong contrast, which is achieved by the different degrees of
QUANTIFICATION.

The contrast is mainly between the number of fishing days (84/40/40

days to the first week) and the number of fish caught. Santiago‘s failure of fishing in
those days is portrayed through the

ENGAGEMENT

of

DENY,

while Manolin‘s boat‘s

success is graduated by the QUANTIFICATION of the number of the fish, accompanied by
the resource of positive APPRECIATION (good fish), sharpening the contrast.
The construction of Santiago‘s tenacious identity in the phase of Inciting Incident is
mainly through the flashback of the hand game (instance 943-955), with the previous
graduation of his refusal of the admittance of his suffering.
869 He was comfortable but suffering, although he did not admit the suffering at all
[+FORCE: FREQUENCY].
943 They had gone one day and one night [+FORCE: EXTENT] with their elbows on a chalk
line on the table and their forearms straight up [+FORCE: VIGOR] and their hands
gripped tight [+FORCE: VIGOR].
946 They changed the referees every four hours [+FORCE: FREQUENCY] after the first eight
so that the referees could sleep.
955 The match had started on a Sunday morning and ended on a Monday morning
[+FORCE: EXTENT].

The

GRADUATION

PROCESS

in the flashback is mainly the resources of the

QUANTIFICATION OF

for the demonstration of the length of the time Santiago endured, regardless

of the direct
FREQUENCY.

GRADUATION

by

Furthermore, the two

EXTENT

or slightly indirect realization through

GRADUATION

of

VIGOR

in instance 943 functions to

prioritize the endurance during the long time match.
During the Peripeteia phase, the

GRADUATION

of

AMOUNT

is used to construct

Santiago‘s tenacious identity as instance 1327 shows.
1327 He took all [+FORCE: AMOUNT] his pain and what was left of his strength and his long
gone pride and he put it against the fish's agony and the fish came over onto his side and
swam gently on his side, his bill almost touching the planking of the skiff and started to
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pass the boat, long, deep, wide, silver and barred with purple and interminable in the
water.

Furthermore, Santiago‘s fight against the shark (for the protection of the great fish)
also reveals much about his tenacity, mainly through the description of his preparation
for the attack as well as the resolution during the fight.
1640 He could only use it effectively with one [-FORCE: AMOUNT] hand because of the grip
of the handle and he took good [+FORCE: VIGOR] hold of it with his right hand, flexing
[+FORCE: VIGOR] his hand on it, as he watched the sharks come.
1643-5 The two sharks closed together and as he saw the one nearest him open his jaws and
sink them into the silver side of the fish, he raised the club high [+FORCE: VIGOR] and
brought it down heavy [+FORCE: VIGOR] and slamming [+FORCE: VIGOR] onto the top
of the shark's broad head. He felt the rubbery solidity as the club came down. But he felt
the rigidity of bone too and he struck the shark once more [+FORCE: INTENSITY] hard
[+FORCE: VIGOR] across the point of the nose as he slid down from the fish.

The contrast between the negative

FORCE

of AMOUNT and the positive

FORCE

of

VIGOR

in instance 1640 plays an important role in the sense that it reveals Santiago‘s exertion
of all of his force on only one of his hand, hence resolute to kill the shark, which has
been the base for his latter strength (high, heavy, slamming, more hard) in striking the
shark‘s head.
The kind of contrast mentioned above could also be found in the Resolution phase as
in instance 1780.
1780 There was no one [-FORCE: AMOUNT] to help him so he pulled the boat up as far as he
could [+FORCE: VIGOR].
1794 He had to sit down five times [+FORCE: AMOUNT] before he reached his shack.

Moreover, the resolution expressed through the contrast is in accordance with the
upgraded

FORCE

of

AMOUNT

in instance 1794 concerning the difficult path from the

port to Santiago‘s shack.
(2) Experienced
The experience of the old man is mainly manifested through the

GRADUATION

of the

exactness of his baits and lines before the great fish is hooked in the phase of Inciting
Incident. The extent and location of the baits in the sea and the straightness of his
lines are graduated with respect to

FORCE (EXTENT

and

VIGOR) and FOCUS (SPECIFICITY),

construing Santiago as someone with much experience, who enables the exactness.
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Inciting Incident
364 One bait was down forty fathoms [+FORCE: EXTENT].
365 The second was at seventy-five [+FORCE: EXTENT] and the third and fourth were down
in the blue water at one hundred and one hundred and twenty-five fathoms [+FORCE:
EXTENT].
376 He kept them straighter than anyone did [+FORCE: VIGOR], so that at each level in the
darkness of the stream there would be a bait waiting exactly [+FOCUS: SPECIFICITY]
where he wished it to be for any fish that swam there.

The emphasis shifts from the exactness of his skills to the exactness of his feelings
and his caution after he hooked the great fish. The exactness of his feelings resulted
from years of experience construed through the resource of

SPECIFICITY

and the

exactness of his sensing of the tension of the line is construed through the positive
GRADUATION

of INTENSITY.

Inciting Incident
497 This time it was a tentative pull, not solid nor heavy, and he knew exactly [+FOCUS:
SPECIFICITY] what it was.
731 But when he was touching the breaking [+FORCE: INTENSITY] point he held steady
[+FORCE: VIGOR] and settled back against the strain of the line.

Santiago‘s experience is also constructed through the number and greatness of the fish
he saw as well as his treatment of dolphin, which constructed his exactness in skills.
Inciting Incident
849 The old man had seen many [+FORCE: AMOUNT] great [+FORCE: AMOUNT] fish.
850 He had seen many [+FORCE: AMOUNT] that weighed more than a thousand pounds
[+FORCE: AMOUNT] and he had caught two [+FORCE: AMOUNT] of that [+FORCE:
AMOUNT] size in his life, but never alone.
1078 He put one of his feet on the fish and slit [+FORCE: VIGOR] him quickly [+FORCE:
VIGOR] from the vent up to the tip [+FORCE: EXTENT] of his lower jaw.

Therefore, we could summarize Santiago‘s experience and the major

GRADUATION

resources used in the construction as follows:
As it is illustrated in the table, the construction in this phase could be classified into
two types. The construction of something as exact makes extensive use of EXTENT and
SPECIFICITY

and the construction of Santiago‘s previous experience in terms of size of

fish lies heavily on the GRADUATION resource of QUANTIFICATION, especially of AMOUNT
(NUMBER).
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Table 3 Pattern of GRADUATION resources in the construction of
experienced Santiago in the phase of Inciting Incident
Exactness skill
Fish he saw
forty fathoms
[+FORCE:EXTENT]
[+FORCE: AMOUNT] many
seventy-five
[+FORCE:EXTENT]
[+FORCE: AMOUNT] great
one hundred and one [+FORCE:EXTENT]
[+FORCE: AMOUNT] many
hundred and twenty-five
[+FORCE: AMOUNT] more than a
fathoms
thousand pounds
straighter than anyone did [+FORCE:VIGOR]
[+FORCE: AMOUNT] two
exactly
[+FOCUS :SPECIFICITY] [+FORCE: AMOUNT] biggest
exactly
[+FOCUS :SPECIFICITY] [+FORCE: AMOUNT] bigger
breaking
[+FORCE:INTENSITY]
[+FORCE: EXTENT]
ever
slit
[+FORCE:VIGOR]
tip
[+FORCE:EXTENT]

The reliance on the resource of

EXTENT

is also illustrative in the Catastrophe phase,

describing Santiago‘s exactness in slamming the shark‘s head.
Catastrophe
1643-5 The two sharks closed together and as he saw the one nearest him open his jaws and
sink them into the silver side of the fish, he raised the club high and brought it down
heavy and slamming onto the top [+FORCE: EXTENT] of the shark's broad head. He
felt the rubbery solidity as the club came down. But he felt the rigidity of bone too
and he struck the shark once more hard across the point [+FORCE: EXTENT] of the
nose as he slid down from the fish.

The top and point of the nose indicate that Santiago is able to spot the exact place to
hit the fish, which is the illustration of his experience in handling shark attacks.
4.1.1.4

Afforded attitude

Attitudinal meanings could be afforded through ideational meaning, which "stands as
a token of the judgments" (Martin, 1995, p. 185). In this novella, the part of the
afforded

ATTITUDE

JUDGMENTS construe

differs from other types of construction in that the afforded
Santiago‘s different identities. The types of afforded

JUDGMENTS

are indicated in the squares right after each subcategory.
(1) Tenacious (+JUDGMENT: TENACITY)
Different phases of the novella present different experiential descriptive patterns in
affording the reader to evaluate Santiago as tenacious.
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Inciting Incident
The construction in the Inciting Incident is mainly patterned in contrasts of the
experiential descriptions realized grammatically by

COUNTER

but. Santiago‘s

resolution in killing the great fish is constructed by his favor towards the kill over his
fishing apparatuses in instance 657-9 and by his tenacity under physical suffering.
657-9 I will have lost two hundred fathoms of good Catalan cordel and the hooks and leaders.
That can be replaced. But [ENGAGEMENT: COUNTER] who replaces this fish if I hook
some fish and it cuts him off?
745 The old man would have liked to keep his hand in the salt water longer but
[ENGAGEMENT: COUNTER] he was afraid of another sudden lurch by the fish and he
stood up and braced himself and held his hand up against the sun.

Instance 951-4 is flashback 3 for the match between the negro and Santiago during a
hand game.
951-4 Then the negro, after the rum, would try for a tremendous effort and once he had the
old man, who was not an old man then but was Santiago EL Campeon, nearly three
inches off balance. But [ENGAGEMENT: COUNTER] the old man had raised his hand
up to dead even again. He was sure then that he had the negro […] he had unleashed
his effort and forced the hand of the negro down and down until it rested on the
wood.

The construction of

TENACITY

is achieved mainly through the contrasts between the

Circumstantial Adjuncts, as the negro‘s advantage of nearly three inches off balance
to Santiago‘s reversed victory from up to dead even again to down and down until
rested on the wood. Surely, there is the functioning of
EXTENT,

GRADUATION

resources of

but the main concern here is the experiential component of the text.

Peripeteia
The one instance in the Peripeteia phase is similar to the pattern in Inciting Incident
phase.
1285 He felt faint again now but he held on the great fish all the strain that he could.

The point contrasting with Santiago‘s persistence on holding the line is more severe
than physical suffering, since what he was experiencing at that moment was physical
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weakness, thus promoting the strength of affording JUDGMENT.
Catastrophe
Santiago‘s tragic attack by sharks construct him as tenacious mainly through the chain
of processes with occasional accompaniment of circumstantial element in the
construction of Santiago‘s counterattack for the protection of the completeness of the
great fish.
1544-8 The old man made the sheet fast and jammed the tiller. Then he took up the oar with
the knife lashed to it. He lifted it as lightly as he could because his hands rebelled at
the pain. Then he opened and closed them on it lightly to loosen them. He closed
them firmly so they would take the pain now and would not flinch and watched the
sharks come.
1559 The line showed clearly on the top of his brown head and back where the brain joined
the spinal cord and the old man drove the knife on the oar into the juncture, withdrew
it, and drove it in again into the shark's yellow cat-like eyes.
1562-71 When he saw the shark he leaned over the side and punched at him. He hit only
meat and the hide was set hard and he barely got the knife in. The blow hurt not
only his hands but his shoulder too. But the shark came up fast and his head out
and the old man hit him squarely in the center of his flat-topped head as his nose
came out of water and lay against the fish. The old man withdrew the blade and
punched the shark exactly in the same spot again. He still hung to the fish with his
jaws hooked and the old man stabbed him in his left eye […] he drove the blade
between the vertebrae and the brain.
1652-4 The shark came in a rush and the old man hit him as he shut his jaws. He hit him
solidly and from as high up as he could raise the club. This time he felt the bone at
the base of the brain and he hit him again in the same place while the shark tore the
meat loose sluggishly and slid down from the fish.
1734-44 But by midnight he fought and this time he knew the fight was useless […] He
clubbed at heads and heard the jaws chop and the shaking of the skiff as they took
hold below. He clubbed desperately at what he could only feel and hear and he
felt something seize the club and it was gone. He jerked the tiller free from the
rudder and beat and chopped with it, holding it in both hands and driving it down
again and again […] One came, finally, against the head itself and he knew that it
was over. He swung the tiller across the shark's head where the jaws were caught in
the heaviness of the fish's head which would not tear. He swung it once and twice
and again. He heard the tiller break and he lunged at the shark with the splintered
butt. He felt it go in and knowing it was sharp he drove it in again

The process chains with relevant circumstantial elements are:
Attack 2:

Attack 4:
Attack 5:

made...fast-jammed-lifted
drove-withdrew-drove again
saw-leaned over-punched at-hit-hit-withdrew-punched
again-stabbed-drove
hit-hit solidly/as high up as he could raise the club-hit again
fought-[knew...useless]-clubbed at-clubbed
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desperately-jerked-beat-chopped-holding in both hands-driving again and
again-[knew...useless]-swung-sung once and twice and again-lunged
at-drove again
Such intense active descriptions of the material processes in such a short portion of
the text serve to afford the

JUDGMENT

of Santiago as tenacious, which is especially

apparent with the recurrent usage of the circumstantial element again interacting with
the process descriptions.
Moreover, narrator‘s description of Santiago‘s suffering hands (as in because his
hands rebelled at the pain … opened and closed them on it lightly to loosen them …
closed them firmly) and the depiction of the condition as what he could feel and hear
rather than see functions to enhance such affording of JUDGMENT.
One notable pattern in the fifth shark attack, which was the last shark attack that
Santiago fought against, is the scaffolding of the two mental processes square
bracketed along with the verbal group chains. Santiago knew his fight was useless,
but he kept fighting back, hence reinforcing the positive evaluation, resonating with
the prosody of the phase.
(2) Experienced (+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY/+APPRECIATION: VALUATION)
Inciting Incident
For the part of the Inciting Incident where mostly the descriptions of Santiago‘s lines
and usual techniques are portrayed the narrator affords a positive evaluation of
Santiago‘s experience and hence constructing him as an experienced fisherman.
359-60 He was rowing steadily and it was no effort for him since he kept well within his
speed and the surface of the ocean was flat except for the occasional swirls of the
current. He was letting the current do a third of the work and as it started to be
light he saw he was already further out than he had hoped to be at this hour.

Instances from 359-60 mainly constructed the experience from an overall descriptive
point of view through the Circumstantial qualification of the Process kept and
portraying Santiago as the Initiator of a material process the Actor being a natural
FORCE

(i.e. wind). The range in the material process (i.e. work) is qualified by
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numerical a third of, emphasizing the amount of effort Santiago saved by using
natural force/resources. Such resort to natural resources is also apparent in Santiago‘s
use of the sea bird for the discovery of fishing spot, as illustrated in the following
piece of text (bolded and underlined).
397-413 He rowed slowly and steadily toward where the bird was circling. He did not hurry
and he kept his lines straight up and down. .. The bird went higher in the air and
circled again, his wings motionless…
"Dolphin," the old man said aloud, "Big dolphin‖.
He shipped his oars and brought a small line from under the bow …He let it go
over the side and then made it fast to a ring bolt in the stern. Then he baited
another line and left it coiled in the shade of the bow. He went back to rowing and
to watching the longwinged black bird who was working … The dolphin were
cutting through the water below the flight of the fish and would be in the water,
driving at speed, when the fish dropped.
450-454 Now the old man looked up and saw that the bird was circling again.
"He's found fish," he said aloud.
No flying fish broke the surface and there was no scattering of bait fish. But as the
old man watched, a small tuna rose in the air, turned and dropped head first
into the water. The tuna shone silver in the sun and after he had dropped back into
the water another and another rose and they were jumping in all directions,
churning the water and leaping in long jumps after the bait.

His trust in the nature‘s force (i.e. the bird, which he must have gain from experience)
is apparent in the contrast in instance 450-4. The contrast is between the Verbiage of
the verbal process and the description of the absence of the fish (no flying fish broke
the surface), which is latter contrasted with the appearance of a small tuna and the
subsequent jumping of fish. Such abundance of fish testifies Santiago‘s assumption
that the bird has found fish, which is based on his years of experience.
Apart from his resort to the bird‘s capability to find fish, Santiago is constructed as
experienced also through a series of action material processes after his proclaimed the
existence of dolphin in instance 397-413 (shipped his oars-let it go over the side-made
it fast to a ring bolt-baited another line). Such cohesive and automatic response to
fish could be said to have afforded a positive evaluation (CAPACITY) of Santiago as
experienced.
Notably, the status of Santiago‘s lines are also explicitly described as straight up and
down, which is co-working with the GRADUATION of AMOUNT analyzed in the section of
flagging. Such descriptions could also be seen in instances like 486, whose major
concern is not the line itself, rather it was mentioned in a prepositional phrase
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functioning as Circumstance, hence presupposed.
486 The myriad flecks of the plankton were annnulled now by the high sun and it was only
the great deep prisms in the blue water that the old man saw now with his lines going
straight down into the water that was a mile deep.

Such descriptions of the straightness of the line and their co -occurrence with the
descriptions of the bait and hook and other properties of the lines greatly foreground
the experience of Santiago, especially in the part of the phase where descriptions are
more routinely oriented.
366-75 Each bait hung head down with the shank of the hook inside the bait fish, tied and
sewed solid and all the projecting part of the hook, the curve and the point, was
covered with fresh sardines. Each sardine was hooked through both eyes so that
they made a halfgarland on the projecting steel. There was no part of the hook that a
great fish could feel which was not sweet smelling and good tasting…Each line, as
thick around as a big pencil, was looped onto a green-sapped stick so that any pull or
touch on the bait would make the stick dip and each line had two forty--fathom
coils which could be made fast to the other spare coils so that, if it were necessary, a
fish could take out over three hundred fathoms of line. Now the man watched the
dip of the three sticks over the side of the skiff and rowed gently to keep the lines
straight up and down and at their proper depths…He looked down into the water
and watched the lines that went straight down into the dark of the water.

From the above instances, we can see that the major resources are used to describe the
way the baits are hooked on the hook and the way the lines are kept.
Shifting from the description of the fishing apparatus, the hooking of the great fish
reveals more about Santiago‘s experience in fishing, hence affording
CAPACITY.

JUDGMENT

of

Firstly, mental process of cognition is used to portray his knowledge of

fishing (experience), such use of mental processes are more abundant in the
Catastrophe phase, as it is analyzed below.
497-500 This time it was a tentative pull, not solid nor heavy, and he knew exactly what it
was. One hundred fathoms down a marlin was eating the sardines that covered the
point and the shank of the hook where the hand-forged hook projected from the head of
the small tuna…Now he could let it run through his fingers without the fist feeling any
tension.
618 He could tell the difference between the blowing noise the male made and the sighing
blow of the female.

In the first instance above, the mental process is testified by the material process with
the marlin functioning as the Actor, reinforcing the afforded
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CAPACITY

of Santiago as

experienced. Surely, more direct descriptions of Santiago‘s fishing techniques are
involved, such as without the fish feeling any tension. Furthermore, the material
description of the preparation of line and food for the expected long time of fishing
also functions to construct Santiago‘s experience.
543 He let the line slip through his fingers while he reached down with his left hand and
made fast the free end of the two reserve coils to the loop of the two reserve coils of
the next line.
752-4 Holding the line with his left shoulder again, and bracing on his left hand and arm, he
took the tuna off the gaff hook and put the gaff back in place. He put one knee on the
fish and cut strips of dark red meat longitudinally from the back of the head to the
tail. They were wedge-shaped strips and he cut them from next to the backbone down
to the edge of the belly. When he had cut six strips he spread them out on the wood of
the bow, wiped his knife on his trousers, and lifted the carcass of the bonito by the tail
and dropped it overboard.

Anagnorisis
Though not the major concern of this phase, Santiago‘s knowledge of direction is
explicitly stated in the following instance.
1387-8 He did not need a compass to tell him where southwest was. He only needed the
feel of the trade wind and the drawing of the sail.

Note the contrast between the Complement of the two processes, compass-the feel of
the trade wind and the drawing of the sail, which is the contrast between human
creation and nature. Santiago‘s accustomed trust in the latter corresponds with his
trust in birds and current as have been previously analyzed.
Catastrophe
More of Santiago‘s skills and experiences are illustrated in the Catastrophe phase,
specifically with the use of mental process of cognition (i.e. know) and the description
of his exactness in killing the sharks, presumably the great fish and Santiago‘s enemy.
As for the mental processes, it concerns primarily with Santiago‘s anticipation of the
catastrophic shark attack.
1486 He knew quite well the pattern of what could happen when he reached the inner part of
the current.
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1531 But there was no way to keep its scent out of the water and the old man knew that a
very bad time was coming.
1533 It had backed a little further into the northeast and he knew that meant that it would not
fall off.

On the other hand, as far as his exact skills in dealing with the sharks, the major
resources used are Circumstantial elements in the material process. These processes
are mainly coupled with the elements that are used to construct Santiago as tenacious,
as they are discussed in the previous part. The patterning is rather understandable,
given that the success in killing the attackers is bound with one‘s determination and
experience in dealing with them.
1446-7 But that was the location of the brain and the old man hit it. He hit it with his blood
mushed hands driving a good harpoon with all his strength.
1559 The line showed clearly on the top of his brown head and back where the brain joined
the spinal cord and the old man drove the knife on the oar into the juncture,
withdrew it, and drove it in again into the shark's yellow cat-like eyes.
1562-71 When he saw the shark he leaned over the side and punched at him…But the shark
came up fast and his head out and the old man hit him squarely in the center of his
flat-topped head as his nose came out of water and lay against the fish. The old man
withdrew the blade and punched the shark exactly in the same spot again. He still
hung to the fish with his jaws hooked and the old man stabbed him in his left eye.
―No?‖ the old man said and he drove the blade between the vertebrae and the brain.
It was an easy shot now and he felt the cartilage sever.
1652-4 The shark came in a rush and the old man hit him as he shut his jaws…This time he
felt the bone at the base of the brain and he hit him again in the same place while
the shark tore the meat loose sluggishly and slid down from the fish.

The circumstantial elements specified the location of the process, specifically
emphasizing the process as exactly carried out in accordance with the will of the
Actor.
4.1.1.5

Summary

Through the narrator sourced

APPRAISAL

resources, Santiago‘s identities are construed

as tenacious, experienced, optimistic and confident. Among these parts of Santiago‘s
identity, his tenacity and experience are constructed as more prominent than the rest,
hence forming a layered foregrounding and backgrounding of parts of one‘s identity.

4.1.2 Santiago—Santiago
In some part of the following analysis, the distinction between the narrator and
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Santiago is blurred, but for the convenience of practical analysis, such blurs (mainly
caused by the description of Santiago‘s thoughts) are considered as sourcing from
himself. The analysis from this perspective also takes a phase orientation.
(1) Orientation
In the Orientation part, Santiago‘s positive evaluation of himself is prominent,
specifically construing himself as capable (included in experienced identity,
following 5.1) and tenacious, as the following instances show:
93-6 I am a strange [+APPRECIATION: NORMALITY] old man.
―But are you strong enough now for a truly big fish?‖
―And there are many tricks [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].‖
101 …No one would steal from the old man but it was better to take the sail and the heavy
lines home as the dew was bad for them and, though he was quite sure no local people
would steal from him, the old man thought that a gaff and a harpoon were needless
temptations to leave in a boat [t +JUDGMENT: TENACITY].
124 "How would you like to see me bring one in that dressed out over a thousand pounds
[t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY]?"
266 "I may [ENGAGEMENT: ENTERTAIN] not [ENGAGEMENT: DENY] be as strong
[-JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] as I think, "the old man said.
267 "But [ENGAGEMENT: COUNTER] I know many tricks [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] and I
have resolution [+JUDGMENT: TENACITY]."
320 "I feel confident [+AFFECT: SECURITY] today."

Among the eight
CAPACITY,

APPRAISAL

items, there are three afforded positive

JUDGMENTS

of

mainly concerning Santiago‘s skills in fishing:

there are many tricks [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY]
see me bring one in that dressed out over a thousand pounds [t +JUDGMENT:
CAPACITY]

know many tricks [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY]
There is one instance of negative

JUDGMENT,

Santiago‘s consideration of himself as

may not as strong as [he] thinks, while softening the negative evaluation by means of
ENTERTAIN,

and countered by positive afforded

JUDGMENT

introduced by ENGAGEMENT:

COUNTER.

As to the two instances of

TENACITY,

one construing Santiago as cautious (hence

experienced) (gaff and a harpoon were needless temptations to leave in a boat) by
affording it and one construing him as tenacious by directly inscribing it.
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Furthermore, he also appreciated himself as strange and directly expressed his
confidence. Such

APPRAISAL

of Santiago‘s strangeness is also invoked in Manolin‘s

evaluation of Santiago‘s eyes, enhancing and proving such evaluation.
92 "But you went turtling for years [+FORCE: EXTENT] off the Mosquito Coast and your
eyes are good [+APPRECIATION: VALUATION].

One thing of significance is his evaluation of strange, which is also used by Santiago
to appreciate the great fish (cf. 4.6), thus constructing affiliation, which will be
discussed in section 4.3.
(2) Inciting Incident
Santiago‘s tenacity and experience are also his central evaluation of himself in the
phase of Inciting Incident. The part of the phase mainly involved is after Santiago‘s
hooking of the great fish.
Firstly, in this part of the phase, Santiago‘s tenacious identity is construed primarily
through the use of GRADUATION resource—FORCE: MODULATION OF PROPOSAL.
579 He rested sitting on the unstepped mast and sail and tried not to think but only to endure
[+JUDGMENT: TENACITY].
676-7 Now everything is cleared away that might make trouble and I have a big reserve of
line that a man can ask.
―Fish,‖ he said softly, aloud, ―I’ll [+FORCE: MODULATION] stay with you until I am
dead [t +JUDGMENT: TENACITY].‖
697 I must [+FORCE: MODULATION] not [ENGAGEMENT: DENY] jerk it ever [-FORCE:
FREQUENCY], he thought.
740 Now I will [+FORCE: MODULATION] pay attention to my work and then I must [+FORCE:
MODULATION] eat the tuna so that I will not have a failure of strength.
1037 Now, he thought, I must [+FORCE: MODULATION] think about the drag.
1041 No matter what passes I must [+FORCE: MODULATION] gut the dolphin so he does not
spoil and eat some of him to be strong.

By means of modulating his obligations and inclinations, Santiago is constructed as a
character with much determination to do something.
Apart from the MODULATION OF PROPOSAL, direct inscriptions of TENACITY (endure) and
affording

JUDGMENT

through circumstantial element (until I am dead) are also
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involved. They make the assumption about Santiago‘s personality as tenacious more
prominent.
One special case in this set of instances is the negative
interwoven with the negative

FORCE

MODULATION OF PROPOSAL

of

FREQUENCY

that is

must not, intensifying the

degree of the resolution (decreasing the probability of the occurrence to almost zero).
Secondly, Santiago‘s construction of himself as experienced is illustrative in his
capability in fishing, firstly achieved through his evaluation of his own preparation.
676-7 Now everything is cleared away that might make trouble and I have a big reserve
of line [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] that a man can ask.
―Fish,‖ he said softly, aloud, ―I‘ll stay with you until I am dead.‖
693 "I have enough [+FORCE: AMOUNT] line to handle him."

Such preparation results in the use of affording (through the whole clause) and
flagging (through

GRADUATION

of Epithet in nominal group) for the construction of

experienced Santiago.
Another major feature for the construction of Santiago as experienced in the phase of
Inciting Incident after the hook of the great fish is Santiago‘s interrupted positive and
negative evaluation, as the following instances show:
739-41 I must be getting very [+FORCE: INTENSITY] stupid [-JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].
Or perhaps I was looking at the small bird and thinking of him.
Now I will pay attention to my work and then I must eat the tuna so that I will
[+FORCE: MODULATION] not [ENGAGEMENT: DENY] have a failure of strength
[+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].
1152-4 "You better be [+FORCE: MODULATION] fearless and confident [+AFFECT:
SECURITY] yourself, old man," he said.
―You're holding him again but [-ENGAGEMENT: DENY] you cannot [-JUDGMENT:
CAPACITY] get line. But soon he has to circle [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].‖

To pair the positive and negative evaluation, we have:
Getting very stupid-or-now-will not have a failure of strength
cannot get line-but-soon he has to circle
The contrast in the positivity and negativity are constructed either through textual
resources like or/now or resource of

ENGAGEMENT
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like but. Unfortunately, such an

alternative evaluation loses its balance towards negative pole as a result of his regret
as the last instance of CAPACITY in this phase illustrates:
1179-80 But it is too late to try for strength now through nourishment.
You're stupid [-JUDGMENT: CAPACITY], he told himself.

Surely, Santiago‘s confidence in his capability is also apparent, corresponding to his
confidence shown in the phase of Orientation.
862-4 I wish I could show him what sort of man I am.
But then he would see the cramped hand.
Let him think I am more man than I am and I will be so [t +JUDGMENT:
CAPACITY].
917-9 Once I could [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] see quite [+FORCE: INTENSITY] well
[+FORCE: VIGOR] in the dark.
Not in the absolute dark.
But almost as a cat sees [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].

Note even such confidence has faded due to his cramped hands, and the positive
JUDGMENT

of himself has mainly become his way of self-encouragement. Moreover,

his evaluation of his eyes is of less importance in this phase, since it could be
considered as some type of flashback, thinking about his past state of eyesight.
(3) Peripeteia
Santiago‘s confidence in his capacity further fades after the circling of the great fish.
He confessed his tiredness as well as his incapability in dealing with the great fish.
1244 I'm tireder [JUDGMENT: NORMALITY/+FORCE: INTENSITY] than I have ever been, he
thought, and now the trade wind is rising.
1300-3 I must [+FORCE: MODULATION] get him alongside this time, he thought.
I am not good [-JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] for many more turns.
Yes you are [good: +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY], he told himself.
You're good [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] forever [+FORCE: EXTENT].

The

MODULATION

in the second set of instances mainly flagged his

INCLINATION

for

killing the fish (rather than his resolution!), which is followed by his negative
JUDGMENT

of

CAPACITY.

The following positive

JUDGMENTS

of

CAPACITY

are mainly

encouragement oriented, which is intensified by the positive FORCE of EXTENT.
In spite of the negative evaluation of his capacity, Santiago also evaluated himself as
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being confused, which is followed by

MODULATION

of obligation (again, not so much

flagging of determination!).
1309-12 Come on and kill me.
I do not care who kills who.
Now you are getting confused [-JUDGMENT: NORMALITY] in the head, he thought.
You must [+FORCE: MODULATION] keep your head clear.

His faith in his capacity further declined in the next two phase, Anagnorisis and
Catastrophe, through his negative judgment of his physical condition and his regret
constructed by MODULATION OF PROPOSAL flagging the negative JUDGMENT of TENACITY
(lack of consideration-less dependable) or CAPACITY (lack of experience)
Anagnorisis
1342 I am a tired [-JUDGMENT: NORMALITY] man.
Catastrophe
1591 You should [+FORCE: MODULATION] have brought many things, he thought.

Inscriptions, affording
Positive CAPACITY/TENACITY
Inscriptions, affording,
flagging (MODULATION OF PROPOSAL)

Orientation
Inciting Incident

Encouragement; MODULATION OF
PROPOSAL: no resolution/determination
Santiago‘s confidence
in his evaluation of himself as
experienced and tenacious

Physical weakness;
negative CAPACITY/TENACITY

Peripeteia
Anagnorisis
Catastrophe

Figure 4 Patterns in Santiago‘s self-evaluation

Hitherto, Santiago‘s construction of self-identity is primarily concerned with his
evaluation of himself as experienced and tenacious. However, the degree of his
confidence in such an evaluation fades with the development of the narrative.
Furthermore, his discourse also used the resource of NORMALITY to construct a strange
(beginning) and weak (end) identity. Another pattern of importance is the use of
GRADUATION (MODULATION

of proposal) from the construction of tenacious identity to

express pure INCLINATION and OBLIGATION. Figure 4 expresses such pattern would be:
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4.1.3 Manolin—Santiago
The construction of characters‘ identity not only involves the omnipotent third person
description from the narrator, it also involves how the character at stake is evaluated
by other characters and how s/he interacts with other characters. In this section, we
will consider the

APPRAISAL

resources Manolin uses to evaluate Santiago to see how

such evaluations contribute to the construction of Santiago‘s identities.
Santiago and Manolin‘s interactions are conducted on land; hence the distribution of
Manolin‘s APPRAISAL is particularly in the phase of Orientation and Coda.
(1) Experienced
Manolin‘s evaluation of Santiago as experienced always fuses a sense of capability. In
the Orientation phase, Manolin evaluates Santiago as experienced through the
comparison of Santiago to other fisherman, interrupting positive
GRADUATION

JUDGMENT

with the

of FORCE.

Orientation
256-61 "And the best [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY/+FORCE: INTENSITY] fisherman is you.
―No. I know others better [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY/+FORCE: INTENSITY]."
"Que va,"the boy said. "There are many [+FORCE: AMOUNT] good [+JUDGMENT:
CAPACITY] fishermen and some [+FORCE: AMOUNT] great [+JUDGMENT:
CAPACITY/+FORCE: INTENSITY] ones. But there is only [-FORCE: AMOUNT] you."

Manolin‘s

GRADUATIONS

of Santiago‘s capability are of higher degree (best, only),

contrasting it with his judgment of other fisherman (better, good, great), of degree
lower than his judgment of Santiago.
In the Coda, Manolin‘s evaluation of Santiago is much indirect, as the following
instances show.
Coda
1812 "I believe [+AFFECT: SECURITY] it [that the fish is eighteen feet from nose to tail]," the
boy said.
1839 "He didn't [-ENGAGEMENT: DENY] beat [t -JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] you.
1869 But we will fish together now for I still [+FORCE: EXTENT] have much [+FORCE:
AMOUNT] to learn."
1887 "You must get well fast for there is much [+FORCE: AMOUNT] that I can learn and you
can teach me everything [+FORCE: AMOUNT].
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Manolin‘s trust in Santiago‘s ability is realized through the resource of

SECURITY

and

such believe enhances Manolin‘s evaluation of Santiago‘s experience by negating
Santiago‘s failure through ENGAGEMENT resource of DENY.
Furthermore, Santiago‘s experience is construed primarily through the resource of
GRADUATION,
FORCE

of

flagging positive evaluation. By conditioning the FORCE of AMOUNT with

EXTENT,

Manolin manages to naturalize the fact that after years of being

Santiago‘s apprentice, he could still learn much from Santiago.
(2) Dependable
Santiago‘s dependability is constructed through Manolin‘s judgment of Santiago as
tenacious (TENACITY in
GRADUATION

APPRAISAL

sense), as in instance 20, through the use of

resources. Such tenacious judgment is then summarized as Manolin‘s

trust (positive SECURITY) projected through Santiago.
20-1 "But remember how you went eighty-seven days [+FORCE: EXTENT] without fish and
then we caught big ones every day for three weeks [+FORCE: EXTENT].
"I remember," the old man said, "I know you did not leave me because you doubted
[-AFFECT: SECURITY].

Speaking of projection through Santiago and Manolin‘s trust, in the phase of
Catastrophe, there is one instance of inscribed SECURITY projected through Santiago.
1671 There is only the boy to worry, of course - But I am sure he would have confidence
[+AFFECT: SECURITY].

Such inscription of Manolin‘s confidence also invokes a tenacious and experienced
evaluation of Santiago.
Apart from the flagging of trust (i.e. dependable), Manolin also provoked the
evaluation of dependable (i.e. TENACITY).
272 "You're my alarm clock [+JUDGMENT: TENACITY], "the boy said.

The tenacious evaluation is achieved through the comparison of Santiago to alarm
clock.
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4.1.4 Narrator—the great fish—Santiago
The appearance of the great fish in the novella begins with the phase of Inciting
Incident. The narrator describes the fish multidimensionally, hence invoking different
evaluation of Santiago from different perspectives.
The narrator construed the great fish from the perspective of his physical strength and
capability, skill and caution, and his tenacity.
The physical strength and capability of the great fish mainly yields from the
description of his size, primarily through positive

GRADUATION

of

AMOUNT.

Such

description and the use of APPRAISAL resource is throughout the relevant phases.
Inciting Incident
532 …he still could feel the great [+APPRECIATION: REACTION/+FORCE: AMOUNT]
weight…
537 He knew what a huge [+APPRECIATION: REACTION/+FORCE: AMOUNT] fish this was…
555 …old man could not raise him (the great fish) an inch [t +APPRECIATION: REACTION].
838 He came out unendingly [+FORCE: VIGOR] …
840 His sword was as long as a baseball bat [+FORCE: AMOUNT]…
1126 …the fish jumped making a great [+FORCE: VIGOR] bursting of the ocean and then a
heavy [+FORCE: VIGOR] fall.
Peripeteia
1262 It [tail] was higher than a big scythe blade [+FORCE: INTENSITY]…
1263 …the old man could see his huge [+APPRECIATION: REACTION/+FORCE: AMOUNT]
bulk…
1264 …his huge [+APPRECIATION: REACTION/+FORCE: AMOUNT] pectorals were spread
wide [+FORCE: AMOUNT].
1279 …only his great [+FORCE: AMOUNT] tail moving.
1330 …showing all his great [+APPRECIATION: REACTION/+FORCE: AMOUNT] length and
width and all his power [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] and his beauty [+APPRECIATION:
REACTION].
1323 The fish righted himself and swam…with the great [+APPRECIATION:
REACTION/+FORCE: AMOUNT] tail weaving in the air.
1328 …he could and drove it down with all his strength…into the fish's side just behind the
great [+APPRECIATION: REACTION/+FORCE: AMOUNT] chest…
Anagnorisis
1366 …he could not believe his size [t +APPRECIATION: REACTION].
1370 They [stripes] were wider than a man's hand with his fingers spread [+FORCE:
INTENSITY] and the fish's eye looked as detached as the mirrors in a periscope [t
+APPRECIATION: REACTION].
1384 He was so [+FORCE: INTENSITY] big [+FORCE: AMOUNT] it was like lashing a much
[+FORCE: INTENSITY] bigger [+FORCE: AMOUNT] skiff alongside.
Resolution
1785 He…saw…the great [+FORCE: AMOUNT] tail of the fish…
1786 He saw…the dark mass [+FORCE: AMOUNT] of the head…
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Coda
1897 …a woman saw a great [+FORCE: AMOUNT] long [+FORCE: AMOUNT] white spine
with a huge [+APPRECIATION: REACTION/+FORCE: AMOUNT] tail at…

The greatness of the size of the fish is construed both holistically and separately. As
far as the holistic construction is concerned, there are two afforded

APPRECIATION,

one

through material process and mental process modalized by the resource of modality
and negative polarity.
Fish as a whole 1:
could not raise him an inch
could not believe his size
Moreover, the resources of

GRADUATION

other than AMOUNT are also used to flag such

evaluation, mainly through the upgrading of VIGOR.
Fish as a whole 2:
great bursting
heavy fall
came out unendingly
Similar to the holistic description of the fish, partial descriptions use more
GRADUATION

resources to emphasize the size of the great fish.

Part of the fish:
weight
length
bulk
pectorals
chest
head
spine
tail
stripes
sword
eyes

great
great
huge
huge, wide
great
mass
great, long
higher than a big scythe blade, great×3, huge
wider than a man's hand with his fingers spread
as long as a baseball bat
as detached as the mirrors in a periscope

We could also see some provoked

APPRECIATION,

comparing the parts to baseball bat

and mirrors in a periscope. The use of baseball related items to provoke APPRECIATION
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foregrounds the affiliation between the great fish and Santiago, considering Santiago‘s
love for baseball and Santiago‘s ―special identification with DiMaggio‖ (Valenti, 2002,
p. 4).
Deepening from physical greatness, the fish is also construed as skillful and cautious.
507 He felt the light [-FORCE: INTENSITY] delicate [+FORCE: VIGOR] pulling and then a
harder pull when a sardine's head must have been more difficult to break from the hook.
518 Then came the same delicate [++FORCE: VIGOR] pulling touch again.
527 Then he felt the gentle [+FORCE: VIGOR] touch on the line and he was happy.
530 He was happy feeling the gentle [+FORCE: VIGOR] pulling and then he felt something
hard and unbelievably heavy.

As it is apparent in the instances above, the skillfulness and caution of the great fish is
mainly construed through his handling of the hook and the line, not directly eating the
bait like a ferocious predator (e.g. sharks, see the latter description of sharks‘ attack).
His skill and caution are parallel to Santiago‘s handling of the great fish, hence
forming alliances between the two characters, reinforced by Santiago‘s monologue on
brothers, which will be dealt with in details in the section concerning Santiago‘s
negotiation with himself. Furthermore, the description of the great fish‘s first jump
also reveals his capability.
840 [He]…re-entered it [the water], smoothly [+FORCE: VIGOR], like a diver [+JUDGMENT:
CAPACITY]…

The description of the jump of the great fish functions to construct him as tenacious in
the phase of Inciting Incident, mainly through the description of his jump.
983 He saw it first when it jumped in the air, true gold in the last of the sun and bending and
flapping wildly [+FORCE: VIGOR] in the air.
984 It jumped again and again [+FORCE: FREQUENCY] in the acrobatics of its fear…
1127 Then he jumped again and again [+FORCE: FREQUENCY] and the boat was going
fast…

Such strong resistance to restraint is complemented by his calmness, primarily
portrayed by describing the way he swam.
555 The fish just moved away slowly [-FORCE: VIGOR] and the old man
559 The fish moved steadily [+FORCE: VIGOR] and they travelled slowly [-FORCE: VIGOR]
on the calm water.
573 But four hours later [+FORCE: EXTENT] the fish was still [+FORCE: EXTENT]
swimming steadily [+FORCE: VIGOR] out to sea…
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756 He could feel the steady [+FORCE: VIGOR] hard pull of the line and his left hand was
cramped.
786 The fish is calm [+APPRECIATION: VALUATION] and steady [+APPRECIATION:
VALUATION].
1121 The moon had been up for a long time but he slept on and the fish pulled on steadily
[+FORCE: VIGOR] and the boat moved into the tunnel of clouds.

The evaluation is mainly through the generalized description of the fish (the fish is
calm and steady) and the description of his pace (inscriptions like slow, still, steady).
Such calmness is emphasized by the upgraded

VIGOR

and

EXTENT,

flagging positive

VALUATION.

The phase of Peripeteia, in which the fish is killed, is of special interest to the current
analysis. The gradual defeat of the fish to Santiago is accompanied by his resistance
and calmness, hence invoking a tenacious

JUDGMENT

as well as positive

APPRECIATION

of VALUATION.
1204 But the fish kept on circling slowly [-FORCE: VIGOR]…
1205 But the circles were much [+FORCE: INTENSITY] shorter [-FORCE: AMOUNT] now
[+FORCE: EXTENT]…
1205 But the circles were much [+FORCE: INTENSITY] shorter [-FORCE: AMOUNT] now and
from the way the line slanted he could tell the fish had risen steadily [+FORCE: VIGOR]
while he swam.
1231 After a while [+FORCE: EXTENT] the fish stopped beating at the wire and started
circling slowly [-FORCE: VIGOR] again [+FORCE: FREQUENCY].
1271 On each calm [+APPRECIATION: VALUATION] placid [+APPRECIATION: VALUATION]
turn the fish made…
1279 The fish was coming in on his circle now calm [+APPRECIATION: VALUATION] and
beautiful [+APPRECIATION: REACTION] looking…
1281 For just a moment [-FORCE: EXTENT] the fish turned a little [-FORCE: VIGOR] on his
side.
1305 But again [+FORCE: FREQUENCY] the fish righted himself and swam slowly [-FORCE:
VIGOR] away.
1323 The fish righted himself and swam off again [+FORCE: FREQUENCY] slowly [-FORCE:
VIGOR]…
1327 …the fish came over onto his side and swam gently [-FORCE: VIGOR] on his side…

The patterning of the fish‘s compliance/defeat and resistance are shown in order of
occurrence in Table 4.
Such intervened description of compliance and resistance of the fish predominate his
tenacious character, similar to that of Santiago when dealing with the great fish.
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Table 4 The pattern of the great fish‘s compliance/resistance
Compliance/defeat
resistance
slowly
much shorter
much shorter
Steadily
After a while…slowly
calm placid
calm and beautiful
For just a moment…a little
again…slowly
again…slowly
gently
-

To sum up, the great fish is primarily construed as physically strong as well as skillful,
cautious and tenacious. On the one hand, his strength and skill invoke a positive
evaluation of Santiago‘s experience and tenacity duo to his ―victory‖. Furthermore,
the affiliation between Santiago and the great fish (which will be discussed in more
detail later) helps to construe Santiago as cautious, skillful (experienced), calm and
tenacious as the great fish.

4.1.5 Santiago—the great fish—Santiago
The text naturalizes the reading of Santiago‘s identities also through Santiago‘s
evaluation of the great fish. The naturalization is mainly through the affiliated reading
between Santiago and the great fish (see section 4.3). In this section, how Santiago‘s
evaluation of the great fish helps to construe his identity is analyzed.
The great fish is constructed as capable both physically and mentally, which are
construed collectively through the resources of AMOUNT and CAPACITY.
865 I wish I was the fish, he thought, with everything [+FORCE: AMOUNT] he has against
only my will and my intelligence.
848 But, thank God, they are not as intelligent as we who kill them; although they are more
noble and more able [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].

Everything and able in this context not only implicates the physical strength of the
great fish, but also his metal strength.
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(1) Physically strong
Holistically speaking, the fish is construed as capable from his appearance and the
things he can do.
As far as the appearance of the great fish is concerned, he is construed as strong
through the resource of CAPACITY, REACTION, VALUATION and GRADUATION.

APPRAISAL RESOURCE: CAPACITY (with/without GRADUATION)

All the resources of CAPACITY are in the phase of Inciting Incident, construing the
great fish mainly as strong (strong, good, much) and young (young).
624 Never have I had such [+FORCE: INTENSITY] a strong [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] fish
nor one who acted so strangely.
846 I must never let him learn his strength [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] nor what he could do
if he made his run.
937 I am sure he would and more since he is young [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] and strong
[+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].
994 "He's good [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] for the night and so am I.
1046 He is much [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] fish still [+FORCE: EXTENT] and I saw that the
hook was in the corner of his mouth and he has kept his mouth tight shut.

APPRAISAL

resource: APPRECIATION

There are three instances of afforded

APPRECIATION

through exclamative (what a fish)

and a whole dependent clause (he could not believe its length) as well as
Circumstantial

element.

In

other

words,

in

these

three

instances,

the

lexicogrammatical resources (mood system and material process/Circumstantial
element) realize

APPRAISAL

system, which in turn construct the identity of the great

fish.
588 But what a fish [t +APPRECIATION: REACTION] to pull like that.
533 "What a fish," [t +APPRECIATION: REACTION] he said.
1258 He saw him first as a dark shadow that took so long to pass under the boat that he could
not believe its length [t +APPRECIATION: REACTION].
1683 You [the great fish] do not have that spear on your head for nothing [t +JUDGMENT:
CAPACITY]."
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APPRAISAL

resource: GRADUATION

The resource of

GRADUATION

not only conflates/couples with other resources to

construe the capability of the great fish, they also flag JUDGMENT by themselves.
505 How fresh they are and you down there six hundred feet [+FORCE: EXTENT] in that cold
water in the dark.
915 I wonder how much he sees at that [+FORCE: INTENSITY] depth, the old man thought.
1345 Even if we were two and swamped her to load him and bailed her out, this skiff would
never [+FORCE: MODULATION] hold him.
1373 He's over fifteen hundred pounds [+FORCE: AMOUNT] the way he is, he thought.

The first two instances flag positive

JUDGMENT

of the fish‘s capability through the

depth of the sea the great fish resides. Moreover, the last two instances focus more on
the weight of the fish using
is more use of

AMOUNT

GRADUATION

as well as

resource of MODULATION and

INTENSITY

There

throughout phases. Due to the limited

contribution of the co-text in the analysis of such
APPRAISAL

AMOUNT.

APPRAISAL

resources, only the

items are used.

530 unbelievably [+FORCE: INTENSITY] heavy [+FORCE: AMOUNT]
532 great [+FORCE: AMOUNT] weight
537 huge [+FORCE: AMOUNT]
675 great [+FORCE: AMOUNT] size
802 great [+FORCE: AMOUNT]
892 so [+FORCE: INTENSITY] big [+FORCE: AMOUNT]
1002 huge [+FORCE: AMOUNT]
1260 that [+FORCE: INTENSITY] big [+FORCE: AMOUNT]
1261 that [+FORCE: INTENSITY] big [+FORCE: AMOUNT]
1308 greater [+FORCE: AMOUNT]
1384 so [+FORCE: INTENSITY] big [+FORCE: AMOUNT]
1384 much bigger [+FORCE: AMOUNT]
Considering the great fish partially, his different parts are also described to construe
his capability.
633 …his tail which was sharp [t +APPRECIATION: VALUATION] as a scythe [+FORCE:
INTENSITY] and almost of that size [+FORCE: AMOUNT] and shape…
916 His eye is huge [+FORCE: AMOUNT]…
1262 It [tail] was higher than a big scythe blade [+FORCE: AMOUNT]…
1785 …great [+FORCE: AMOUNT] tail…
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Shifting from the size of the fish, Santiago also portrayed the things the great fish can
do.
626 He could [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] ruin me by jumping or by a wild rush.
981 Can it be anger, or the greater [+FORCE: AMOUNT] speed he makes that brings them
out?
1040 Her lightness prolongs both our suffering but it is my safety since he has great
[+FORCE: AMOUNT] speed that he has never yet [+FORCE: EXTENT] employed.
1133 He could not see the fish's jumps but only heard the breaking of the ocean and the
heavy [+FORCE: AMOUNT] splash as he fell.
1681 But we have killed many [+FORCE: AMOUNT] sharks, you and I, and ruined many
others [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].
1684 He liked to think of the fish and what he could do to a shark if he were swimming
free [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].

Santiago construes his capability by his speed through REACTION and AMOUNT (greater
speed, great speed) (following Hood, 20104), his capability in ruining both Santiago
and sharks through inscription of

CAPACITY

and flagging by

AMOUNT

(could ruin me,

kill…ruin many…, what could he do to a shark) and his weight through the
description of the splash he makes when he falls. Note the use of inclusive we (later
elaborated as you and I) in instance 1681. Such use of collective pronoun functions to
affiliate Santiago with the great fish.
(2) “Mentally” strong
Mentally speaking, the fish is construed as experienced through

AMOUNT

and

experiential resources of relational process (627, 629, 641), intelligent (848) and able
(848) through inscribed

CAPACITY,

fearless through inscribed

SECURITY

and

experiential resource of mental process (1150, 1520) and confident through inscribed
SECURITY(1150).

All of these characteristics contribute to the construction of the great

fish as capable.
627 But perhaps he has been hooked many times [+FORCE: AMOUNT] before and he knows
that this is how he should make his fight.
629 He took the bait like a male and he pulls like a male and his fight has no panic in it [t
+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].
641 His choice had been to stay in the deep dark water far out beyond all snares and
traps and treacheries [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].
848 But, thank God, they are not as intelligent [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] as we who kill
them; although they are more noble and more able [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].
1150 But he was such a calm, strong fish and he seemed so fearless [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY]
4

―Whereas pre-modification of an attitudinal quality intensifies that quality, the pre-modification of a nominalized
quality functions to quantify rather than to intensify‖ (Hood, 2010, p 86)
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and so confident [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].
1520 He is beautiful and noble and knows no fear of anything [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].

The personalities the great fish possesses correspond to that of Santiago. From the
affiliation between Santiago and the great fish, we could argue that the characters of
the great fish functions to reinforce the construction of Santiago‘s positive identities.
In conclusion, the analysis of Santiago sourced evaluation of the great fish construed
the great fish as physically and mentally strong. On the one hand, the enduring fight
against such a great fish portrays Santiago as experienced and tenacious. On the other
hand, the affiliation between Santiago and the great fish construes Santiago as
mentally strong, similar to the great fish.

4.2 Identity construction through conversation
The analysis in the present section focuses on the conversations in this novella,
including both the conversation between Santiago and Manolin and the conversation
between Santiago and himself. The analysis of the

APPRAISAL

resources in the

conversations follows the interpretation of APPRAISAL data in Eggins and Slade (1997,
pp. 137-143).
Since the focus of the present thesis is on the

APPRAISAL

resources being used to

construe Santiago‘s identity, the resource of NEGOTIATION is not discussed, though they
are also playing key roles in the construction of Santiago‘s identity with the patterned
A/K moves (see Martin, 1992; Martin and Rose, 2007), such as unequal distribution
of information and power and the affiliation between individuals. Nonetheless, the
exchanges (by Greek numbers) and turns (by Arabic numbers) are indicated for
convenience of explanation.

4.2.1 Manolin—Santiago
The conversation between Santiago and Manolin appears in two phases: Orientation
and Coda.
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Orientation
Exchange I concerns the reason that Manolin left Santiago and the follow up
discussions.
(1) Exchange I 21-30
1/S5
2/M
3/S
3/S
4/M
5/S
5/S
6/M

The

―I know you did not leave me because you doubted [-AFFECT: SECURITY].‖
―It was papa made me leave. I am a boy and I must obey him.‖
―I know,‖
―It is quite normal [+JUDGMENT: NORMALITY].‖
―He hasn’t much faith [-AFFECT: SECURITY].‖
―No,‖
―But we have. Haven‘t we?‖
―Yes,‖

APPRAISAL

resource negotiated in this exchange is

SECURITY.

First, Manolin‘s

confidence for Santiago is asserted in the first turn, while contrasting with that of
Manolin‘s father in turn 4, which is then picked up in turn 5 and 6, affirming that they
together (not just Manolin himself) have faith.
Elaborating from the

APPRAISAL

resource of

SECURITY,

Santiago is construed as the

weaker party between the two, specifically through turn 5 and 6. Since he has
acknowledged Manolin‘s confidence in him in turn 1, the adjacency pair in turn 5 and
6 mainly functions to illustrate Santiago‘s need for reaffirmation, especially his own
confidence as the we indicates. This finding is supported by Valenti‘s (2002)
postulation of the reversed role between Santiago and Manolin.
On the other hand, the APPRAISAL resource of

NORMALITY

serves to construct Santiago

as the experienced one in this conversation. Santiago is evaluating Manolin‘s situation
(i.e. he has to obey his father) as confirming to the usuality (Eggins and Slade, 1997, p.
132) of social standard, hence establishing the social standard in Manolin‘s world,
assuring his positive evaluation of his own behavior.
(2) Exchange II 87-95
1/S ―Are his eyes that bad [-APPRECIATION: VALUATION]?‖
5

S=Santiago; M=Manolin
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2/M
3/S
3/S
4/M

―He is almost blind [t -APPRECIATION: VALUATION].‖
―It is strange [+APPRECIATION: REACTION],‖
―He never went turtling. That is what kills the eyes [t -APPRECIATION: VALUATION].‖
―But you went turtling for years off the Mosquito Coast and your eyes are good
[+APPRECIATION: VALUATION].‖
5/S ―I am a strange [-JUDGMENT: NORMALITY] old man‖
6/M ―But are you strong [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] enough now for a truly big fish?‖
7/S ―I think so. And there are many tricks [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].‖

Two

APPRAISAL

resources are negotiated—VALUATION (accompanied by

NORMALITY)

and CAPACITY. Santiago is construed as experienced in the negotiation of VALUATION in
his teaching of the damage of turtling to eyes, which is challenged by Manolin in
reference to Santiago‘s own eyes, leading to his self-evaluation as strange. In other
words, Santiago is setting the evaluative standard for Manolin and at the same time
construing himself as deviating from such recognition.
Santiago‘s self-evaluation invokes Manolin‘s curiosity in terms of Santiago‘s
capability in dealing with truly big fish, followed by Santiago‘s mitigated answer with
his positive self-assessment. That is to say, Santiago is construed as someone with
confidence in his strength and skills. Therefore, through this exchange, Santiago is
constructed as experienced and confident.
(3) Exchange III 132-161
1/M ―I‘ll be back when I have the sardines. I‘ll keep yours and mine together on ice and we
can share them in the morning. When I come back you can tell me about the baseball.‖
2/S ―The Yankees cannot lose [+AFFECT: SECURITY].‖
3/M ―But I fear [-AFFECT: SECURITY] the Indians of Cleveland.‖
4/S ―Have faith [+AFFECT: SECURITY] in the Yankees my son. Think of the great
DiMaggio.‖
5/M ―I fear [-AFFECT: SECURITY] both the Tigers of Detroit and the Indians of Cleveland.‖
6/S ―Be careful [+JUDGMENT: TENACITY] or you will fear [-AFFECT: SECURITY] even the
Reds of Cincinnati and the White Sax of Chicago.‖
…
15/M ―Keep warm old man,‖
15/M ―Remember we are in September.‖
16/S ―The month when the great fish come [t +APPRECIATION: VALUATION],‖
16/S ―Anyone can be a fisherman in May. [t -APPRECIATION: VALUATION]‖

Mainly, Santiago is construed as experienced in this exchange, first through his
experience in faith/fear and then through his experience in fishing. In the first part,
there is still a very strong flavor of teaching. Santiago is teaching Manolin about fear,
refuting Manolin‘s negative

SECURITY

with positive ones and concluding with

imperative clause demanding Manolin‘s action (demanding goods and services:
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Halliday, 1994; Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004).
The second part construe Santiago as experienced more directly through his
APPRECIATION

of different months based on the fishing pattern, realized in semantics

through the contrastive VALUATION.
(4) Exchange IV 216-255
1/S ―Your stew is excellent,‖
2/M ―Tell me about the baseball,‖
3/S ―In the American League it is the Yankees [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] as I said,‖
4/M ―They lost [-JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] today,‖
5/S ―That means nothing. The great DiMaggio is himself again [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].‖
6/M ―They have other men on the team [t -JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].‖
7/S ―Naturally. But he makes the difference [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY]…
…
15/S ―Should we talk about Africa or about baseball?‖
16/M ―Baseball I think,‖
16/M ―Tell me about the great John J. McGraw.‖
17/S ―He used to come to the Terrace sometimes too in the older days. But he was rough and
harsh-spoken and difficult when he was drinking. His mind was on horses as well as
baseball. At least he carried lists of horses at all times in his pocket and frequently spoke
the names of horses on the telephone.‖
18/M ―He was a great [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] manager,‖
18/M ―My father thinks he was the greatest [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY/+FORCE: INTENSITY].‖
19/S ―Because he came here the most times,‖
19/S ―If Durocher had continued to come here each year your father would think him the
greatest [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY/+FORCE: INTENSITY] manager.‖
20/M ―Who is the greatest [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY/+FORCE: INTENSITY] manager, really,
Luque or Mike Gonzalez?‖
21/S ―I think they are equal [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY].‖

In this exchange, the topic of faith comes back, shifting from the whole team
(Exchange III) to the team member (DiMaggio). Manolin negotiates his evaluation of
DiMaggio through negative

JUDGMENT

of

CAPACITY,

both of which are refuted by

Santiago‘s positive ones. Such contrast dominates Santiago‘s faith in what he believes
in, hence a faithful character. On the other hand, Santiago‘s positive evaluation of
DiMaggio affiliates the two characters. Therefore, his belief in DiMaggio reflects his
belief in himself, construing him as confident.
The second part of the exchange conveys, similar to the previous exchanges,
Santiago‘s experience through his knowledge of managers. Manolin evaluates
McGraw as great manager or even greatest, which is challenged by Santiago‘s
knowledge of more managers who are greater. In this way, Santiago‘s experience is
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foregrounded.

4.2.2 Santiago—Santiago
During the fishing at sea, Santiago talks to himself, or at least silently in his mind.
Therefore, it does not count as a conversation per se, but the existence of
dialogue-type monologues could in some sense be considered as conversation
(conversation with himself). As Valenti states, ―although the plot of this novella
suggests a high level of action—even adventure—the actual drama in The Old Man
and the Sea occurs in Santiago‘s mind as he analyzes the tasks before him‖ (2002,
p.3).
In this part of the analysis, the turns (although they are not really turns) for analysis
are determined by two lexicogrammatical items: the appearance of second person
pronoun you and imperative clause, both of which indicate a hypothetical listener in
this specific context.
Catastrophe 1464-1471

―But man is not made for defeat [t +JUDGMENT: TENACITY],‖ he said. ―A man can be
destroyed but not defeated. [+JUDGMENT: TENACITY]‖ I am sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS]
that I killed the fish though, he thought. Now the bad [-APPRECIATION: VALUATION] time is
coming and I do not even have the harpoon. The dentuso is cruel [-JUDGMENT: PROPRIETY]
and able [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] and strong [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] and intelligent
[+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY]. But I was more intelligent [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] than he
was. Perhaps not [t -JUDGMENT: CAPACITY], he thought. Perhaps I was only better armed [t
+JUDGMENT: TENACITY].

The first two clauses in this piece of text construe Santiago as tenacious, mainly
through the resource of positive JUDGMENT of TENACITY. Furthermore, such tenacity is
further elaborated (extending the logico-semantic relation within clause complex to
text) in the following instances, mainly through Santiago‘s assessment of the shark
and himself. He first gives positive assessment of the fish and then compares himself
with the shark, concluding himself as better armed. Such contrastive use of APPRAISAL
resources construct Santiago as tenacious (fearless in face of strong enemy), while the
same contrast could be read as his self-encouragement, which is also a way of
construing someone as tenacious. Such tenacity in coupled with his experience in the
following monologue.
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Catastrophe 1488-1493

―Yes there is,‖ he said aloud. ―I can lash my knife to the butt of one of the oars.
[+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY]‖ So he did that with the tiller under his arm and the sheet of the
sail under his foot. ―Now,‖ he said. ―I am still an old man. But I am not unarmed [+AFFECT:
SECURITY].‖

Santiago‘s tenacity is also expressed through his dialogue after their last wave of
shark attack.
Catastrophe 1772-1776
TURN

1
2
3
4

It is easy when you are beaten [t -JUDGMENT: CAPACITY], he thought.
I never knew how easy it was.
And what beat [t -JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] you, he thought.
―Nothing [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY],‖ he said aloud. ―I went out too far.‖

The recognition of his ―failure‖ in the first three turns is contrasted in the last turn by
an elliptical clause (nothing beats you), affording contrastive appraisal of

CAPACITY,

construing Santiago as tenacious.
Apart from the construction of tenacious Santiago, the topics also concern Santiago‘s
judgment of what he had done to the great fish.
CATASTROPHE 1496-1509
TURN
1 It is silly [-JUDGMENT: NORMALITY] not to hope, he thought. Besides I believe it is a
sin [-JUDGMENT: PROPRIETY].
2 Do not think about sin [-JUDGMENT: PROPRIETY], he thought. There are enough
problems now without sin [-JUDGMENT: PROPRIETY].

3

4

Also I have no understanding of it. I have no understanding of it and I am not sure that I
believe in it. Perhaps it was a sin [-JUDGMENT: PROPRIETY] to kill the fish. I suppose it
was even though I did it to keep me alive and feed many people. But then everything is
a sin [-JUDGMENT: PROPRIETY].
Do not think about sin [-JUDGMENT: PROPRIETY]. It is much too late for that and there
are people who are paid to do it. Let them think about it. You were born to be a
fisherman as the fish was born to be a fish [t +JUDGMENT: PROPRIETY]. San Pedro
was a fisherman as was the father of the great DiMaggio.

In this ―dialogue‖, Santiago is trying to justify the killing of the great fish. In turn 1
and 3, he decides what he has done as sinful, while in turn 2 and the beginning part of
turn 4 he tried to avoid (or rather escape from) such discussion. The discussion of sin
is the discussion of SOCIAL SANCTION, considering whether his deed is ethical, the main
realization of which in

APPRAISAL

system is

PROPRIETY.

resolves the discussion through an afforded positive
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Moreover, the end of turn 4

PROPRIETY,

contrasting with all

the previous negative

PROPRIETY.

Therefore, Santiago was able to justify his killing.

The fact that he had this discussion with himself helps to construe him as a righteous
man. The same justification could also be found in the following instance realized
through APPRECIATION resource of VALUATION, assigning killing a positive value.
1511-2 You did not kill the fish only to keep alive and to sell for food, he thought. You killed
him for pride [+APPRECIATION: VALUATION] and because you are a fisherman.

Santiago‘s inner battle concerning the sinfulness of killing the great fish form sharp
contrast with his attitude when killing the sharks.
1517 But you enjoyed [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] killing the dentuso, he thought.

This contrast serves to construe the affiliation between Santiago and great fish,
rejecting the shark outside.
To sum up, Santiago is construed as tenacious, experienced and righteous in his
dialogue with himself, primarily through the resource of

TENACITY, CAPACITY

and

PROPRIETY.

4.3 Affiliation between Santiago and the great fish
ATTITUDE

resource, as O‘Donnell (n.d.) points out ―can be used to affiliate with or

distance from other people or organizations‖. Positive attitudinal evaluations help to
voice affiliation while negative evaluations function to distance people or
organization. In The Old Man and the Sea, Santiago‘s evaluation of the great fish is
mainly positive, hence voicing affiliation, contrasting with his negative evaluation of
the sharks, voicing distance.

4.3.1 Affiliation realized by contrast and change of AFFECT
The ATTITUDE system functions to affiliate Santiago and the great fish in two ways.
The contrast and change of AFFECT is discussed in this subsection and the
functioning of JUDGMENT and APPRECIATION system together with that of
GRADUATION system is analyzed in the next subsection.
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The contrast of AFFECT is not as common as the contrast of the other systems, see
the illustration through one instance in CATASTROPHE phase.
Catastrophe
1448 He hit it without [ENGAGEMENT: DENY] hope [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] but with
resolution and complete malignancy.
1495 He watched only the forward part of the fish and some of his hope [+AFFECT:
INCLINATION] returned.

The inscriptions of hopefulness in Catastrophe phase are triggered by either
distancing enemy (as the first shark attack in 1448) or affiliating partner (the great fish
in 1495). This contrast between the negative and positive AFFECT successfully grouped
Santiago and the great fish against the attacking shark.
Furthermore, the affiliation between Santiago and the great fish also realized through
the change of AFFECT. Consider the following instances in different phases.
Inciting Incident (Before they sailed together)
492 "Yes [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS], "he said.
493 " Yes [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS]" and shipped his oars without bumping the boat.
527 Then he felt the gentle touch on the line and he was happy [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS].
530 He was happy [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] feeling the gentle pulling and then he felt
something hard and unbelievably heavy.
Inciting Incident (After they sailed together)
590 I wish [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] I could see [t +AFFECT: HAPPINESS] him.
591 I wish [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] I could see [t +AFFECT: HAPPINESS] him only once to
know what I have against me.
622 Then he began to pity [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] the great fish that he had hooked.
702 "Fish, "he said, "I love [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] you and respect [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS]
you very much. But I will kill you dead before this day ends."
789 I wish [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] I could feed [t +AFFECT: HAPPINESS] the fish, he
thought.
862 I wish [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] I could show [t +AFFECT: HAPPINESS] him what sort
of man I am.
865 I wish [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] I was the fish [t +AFFECT: HAPPINESS], he thought,
with everything he has against only my will and my intelligence.
1029 Then he was sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] for the great fish that had nothing to eat and
his determination to kill him never relaxed in his sorrow [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] for
him.
1040 Her lightness prolongs both our suffering [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] but it is my safety
since he has great speed [t +JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] that he has never yet employed.
Peripeteia
1310 I do not care [+AFFECT: SATISFACTION] who kills who.
Anagnorisis
1348 I want [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] to see [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] him, he thought, and
to touch [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] and to feel [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] him. He is my
fortune, he thought. But that is not why I wish [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] to feel
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[+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] him. I think I felt his heart, he thought.
1411 But they were sailing together lashed side by side and the old man thought, let him
bring me in if it pleases [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] him.
Catastrophe
1457 He did not like [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] to look at the fish anymore since he had been
mutilated.
1458 When the fish had been hit it was as though he himself were hit [t –AFFECT:
HAPPINESS].
1466 I am sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] that I killed the fish though, he thought.
1513 You loved [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] him when he was alive and you loved [+AFFECT:
HAPPINESS] him after.
1514 If you love [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] him, it is not a sin to kill him.
1579 I'm sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] about it, fish.
1581 He stopped and he did not want [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] to look at the fish now.
1583 "I shouldn't have gone out so far [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS], fish," he said.
1585 I'm sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS], fish.
1663 He did not want [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] to look at the fish.
1679 I am sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] that I went too far out.
1684 He liked to [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] think of the fish and what he could do to a shark
if he were swimming free.

The function of these resources of

AFFECT

in the construction of Santiago‘s identity

mediates through the great fish mainly resides in the gradual change of polarity of the
resources of AFFECT as well as the sub-categories involved. In this way, the affiliation
between the great fish and Santiago are construed and such positive pulse gives other
resources a positive connotation.
In order for a logical understanding of such change, we need to analyze the data from
the perspective of phase. Between the two sub-phases of Inciting Incident, the shift is
primarily from the resource of
INCLINATION (+)

HAPPINESS

(+) to

HAPPINESS

accompanied by

and gradually to HAPPINESS (-).

The four items that realize

HAPPINESS

in the first part of the phase mainly concerns

Santiago‘s happiness in hooking a (he is not identified as the one great fish yet) great
fish. The first two yeses are resource of positive polarity that constructs Santiago‘s
excitement after almost ninety days without a fish. The latter two inscribed

HAPPINESS

also construe such a psychological state.
Santiago‘s excitement (+HAPPINESS) shifts to positive

AFFECT

of

INCLINATION,

accompanied by positive HAPPINESS.
590 I wish [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] I could see [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] him.
591 I wish [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] I could see [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] him only once…
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789 I wish [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] I could feed [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] the fish, he
thought.
862 I wish [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] I could show [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] him what sort of
man I am.
865 I wish [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] I was the fish [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS]…

The resource of HAPPINESS in these instances invokes Santiago‘s affection for the great
fish, hence construing their affiliation. Hitherto, Santiago is not concerned so much
with the fact that he hooked a great fish, but rather he begin to become curious as to
the fish he hooked, revealed in his

INCLINATION

to see, feed, show himself to him

(much of introducing himself to him) and even his wish to become the great fish.
The co-occurrence of HAPPINESS and INCLINATION is not the only way the author plays
with the resource of

AFFECT

to construe the affiliation between the two. Consider the

following AFFECT of HAPPINESS.
622 Then he began to pity [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] the great fish that he had hooked.
1029 Then he was sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] for the great fish that had nothing to eat and
his determination to kill him never relaxed in his sorrow [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] for
him.
1040 Her lightness prolongs both our suffering [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] but it is my safety
since he has great speed [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] that he has never yet employed.

In these instances, the great fish triggers negative

AFFECT.

Santiago begins to pity the

great fish and feel sorry for him. Note that in instance 1040, Santiago uses exophoric
reference our, grouping the great fish and himself together.
Apart from the change of feelings towards the great fish, though followed by his
determination to kill the great fish, Santiago expresses his love and respect for the fish,
contrasting with his relation with the sharks.
702 "Fish, "he said, "I love [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] you and respect [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS]
you very much. But I will kill you dead before this day ends."

Santiago‘s affiliation with the great fish deepens with the shifting from the phase of
Inciting Incident to Peripeteia. The following instance would be the best
exemplification.
1310 I do not [ENGAGEMENT: DENY] care [+AFFECT: SATISFACTION] who kills who.
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Such affiliation is realized through the positive resource of
the

ENGAGEMENT

resource of

DENY.

SATISFACTION,

negated by

Santiago‘s carelessness of victim of the kill

naturalizes the reading position that Santiago has already shifted identity (or share one
identity) with the fish, going one step further from the simple willingness to be the
fish.
Such affiliation and affection is further deepened after Santiago kills the great fish
(the phase of Anagnorisis). The realization pattern in this phase is similar to the
second part of the Inciting Incident phase, mainly through the coupling of positive
INCLINATION

and positive

HAPPINESS.

The argument concerning the deepening of the

affiliation is supported by the lexis realizing these two different sets of
resources. The lexical realization of

INCLINATION

APPRAISAL

changes from wish to want, mainly

because now the intention could be realized; in this context, want express deeper
affiliation since want is the secondary intention compared with wish. It is secondary in
the sense that what Santiago wishes before he catches the great fish is simply to see,
feed and to show himself to the fish, while what he wants after killing the fish is to see,
touch and feel him, which are more mentally oriented. Such deepening of the
affiliation is also reinforced by the inscribed AFFECT in the following instance.
1411 But they were sailing together lashed side by side and the old man thought, let him
bring me in if it pleases [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] him.

Here, the upgrading of the degree is two-folded. On the one hand, Santiago‘s attitude
changes from his carelessness in terms of the victim to the willingness to be the victim.
On the other hand, the Emoter of the AFFECT resources shift from Santiago to the great
fish. The pleasure of the great fish has overridden that of Santiago.
As it is mentioned above, the affiliation is construed not only through the positive
resources, negative

AFFECT

is also used, specifically after they are attacked by sharks

and the great fish is mutilated (the Catastrophe phase).
Santiago‘s positive

INCLINATION

in the previous phases has become negative, as in

instance 1457, 1581 and 1663.
1457 He did not [ENGAGEMENT: DENY] like [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] to look at the fish
anymore since he had been mutilated.
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1581 He stopped and he did not [ENGAGEMENT: DENY] want [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] to
look at the fish now.
1663 He did not [ENGAGEMENT: DENY] want [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] to look at the fish.

His unwillingness to even look at the fish forms a sharp contrast between his intention
to see, feed, touch and feel the fish. Nonetheless, it still functions to construe their
affiliation and Santiago‘s affection for the great fish, since the reason for this
unwillingness is the mutilation of the great fish by the sharks. Such an interpretation
could be supported by Santiago‘s use of negative

AFFECT

of

HAPPINESS

and

SATISFACTION.

1466 I am sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] that I killed the fish though, he thought.
1458 When the fish had been hit it was as though he himself were hit [–AFFECT:
HAPPINESS].
1579 I'm sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] about it, fish.
1583 "I shouldn't have gone out so far [-AFFECT: SATISFACTION], fish," he said.
1585 I'm sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS], fish.
1679 I am sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] that I went too far out.

The

ATTITUDE

in instance 1458 is of great importance because it explicitly expresses

Santiago‘s affiliation with the great fish. Santiago is bearing the damage the fish is
undergoing, which is in accordance with Santiago‘s later comment.
1680 I ruined us both [+FORCE: AMOUNT].

Note that the ruin here implies both physical and mental damage and suffering.
Santiago‘s affiliation with the great fish is also construed through direct inscription of
his ATTITUDE through love.
1513 You loved [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] him when he was alive and you loved [+AFFECT:
HAPPINESS] him after.
1514 If you love [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] him, it is not a sin to kill him.

Santiago‘s love for the great fish permeates through both the period when the fish is
alive companying him as well as when the great fish is dead fighting the sharks with
him. Apparently, the fight with the shark is not really accompanied by the help of the
great fish, but rather Santiago‘s imagination of the fish has become certain kind of
encouragement as the following instance indicates.
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1684 He liked to [+AFFECT: INCLINATION] think of the fish and what he could do to a shark
if he were swimming free.

Despite the contrast and change of AFFECT, negative ATTITUDE resources, specifically
that of negative

AFFECT,

can also function to affiliate characters, as the affiliation

shown between Santiago and birds in the following instance.
349 He was sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] for the birds, especially the small delicate dark
terns…

Such voicing of affiliation could also be found in his feeling toward the great fish as
the following instances indicate, to name but a few.
1029 Then he was sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] for the great fish that had nothing to eat…
1466 I am sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] that I killed the fish though, he thought.
1579 I'm sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] about it, fish.
1585 I'm sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS], fish.
1679 I am sorry [-AFFECT: HAPPINESS] that I went too far out.

In contrast, positive attitude could also voice distance when co-text is considered.
Consider the following pair of instance.
1511-2 You did not kill the fish only to keep alive and to sell for food, he thought. You killed
him for pride [+APPRECIATION: VALUATION] and because you are a fisherman.
1517 But you enjoyed [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] killing the dentuso, he thought.

Instance 1511-2 is Santiago‘s attitude after killing the great fish, contrasted with his
attitude after killing the sharks in instance 1517. Pride and enjoy are both realization
of positive

ATTITUDE,

while the positive

AFFECT

invoke the distance reading between

Santiago and the sharks, the positive VALUATION affiliates Santiago with the great fish.

4.3.2

Affiliation realized by
GRADUATION system

JUDGMENT,

APPRECIATION

and

The affiliation between the great fish and Santiago is also construed through other
resources from the APPRAISAL system; see a few instances of VALUATION.
Inciting Incident
680 I can [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] do it as long as he can [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY], he
thought.
726 But I am with a friend [t +APPRECIATION: VALUATION].
765 But you can stay with him forever [+FORCE: EXTENT].
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790 He is my brother [t +APPRECIATION: VALUATION].
804 But he stays down forever [+FORCE: EXTENT].
805 Then I will stay down with him forever [+FORCE: EXTENT].
994 "He's good [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY] for the night and so am I.
1021 "The fish is my friend [t +APPRECIATION: VALUATION] too," he said aloud.
1308 Never have I seen a greater, or more beautiful, or a calmer or more noble thing than you,
brother [+APPRECIATION: VALUATION].
1036 It is enough to live on the sea and kill our true brothers [t +APPRECIATION:
VALUATION].

In the Inciting Incident phase, there are three couplings that are not direct mentioning
of the great fish as friend or brother. Two are the coupling of Santiago and the great
fish‘s

CAPACITY

TENACITY

in instance 680 and 994 and the other is the coupling of flagged

in 765 and 804-805. Such couplings help to construe Santiago and the great

fish as capable (experienced) and tenacious collectively.
Others are the resources of

VALUATION,

realized by lexical item friend and brothers.

The construction of the great fish as Santiago‘s friend and brother forms a contrast
with the lexical realization in the Anagnorisis phase.
Anagnorisis
1308 Never have I seen a greater, or more beautiful, or a calmer or more noble thing than you,
brother [+APPRECIATION: VALUATION].
1343 But I have killed this fish which is my brother [t +APPRECIATION: VALUATION] and
now I must do the slave work."
1407 With his mouth shut and his tail straight up and down we sail like brothers [t
+APPRECIATION: VALUATION].
1583 "I shouldn't have [-FORCE: MODULATION] gone out so far [+FORCE: EXTENT], fish, "
he said.

In this phase, the great fish is referred to only as brother, rather than friend and
brother. Such change of reference and frequency (two friends and two brothers in
Inciting Incident to four brothers in Anagnorisis) functions to construct the deepened
affiliation Santiago feels for the great fish.
Other realization of affiliation could be found with respect to the different evaluation
of sharks and the great fish. The shark attack is in the Catastrophe phase, including six
times of attack. Different from the brother type evaluation of the great fish mentioned
above, the sharks are constructed as the opponent of Santiago. Consider the change of
evaluation of the sharks with

APPRECIATION

the shark attacks.
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resources in the following instances from

Attack 1 (Before reaching the boat)
1423 ...everything about him was beautiful [+APPRECIATION: REACTION] except his jaws.
1424 His back was as blue as a sword fish's and his belly was silver and his hide was smooth
[+APPRECIATION: REACTION] and handsome [+APPRECIATION: REACTION].
Attack 1 (Reaching the boat)
1442 …the old man saw his mouth open and his strange [-APPRECIATION: REACTION]
eyes…
Attack 2
1542 They had the scent and were excited in the stupidity [-APPRECIATION: VALUATION] of
their great hunger…
1550 They were hateful [-APPRECIATION: REACTION] sharks, bad smelling
[-APPRECIATION: REACTION], scavengers [-APPRECIATION: VALUATION] as well as
killers [-APPRECIATION: VALUATION], and when they were hungry they would bite at
an oar or the rudder of a boat [t -APPRECIATION: VALUATION].

The polarity of

APPRECIATION

resources changes from positive to negative through the

description of the attacks, distancing the sharks and Santiago.
As far as the physical description of the sharks are concerned, they are construed as
big, in a way similar to the construction of the great fish, both from the perspective of
holistic and partial evaluation.
Attack1
1423 He was a very [+FORCE: INTENSITY] big [+FORCE: AMOUNT] Mako shark built to
swim as fast as the fastest fish in the sea [+FORCE: VIGOR] and everything about him
was beautiful except his jaws.
1425 He was built as a sword fish except for his huge jaws which were tight shut now as he
swam fast, just under the surface with his high [+FORCE: AMOUNT] dorsal fin knifing
through the water without wavering.
1429 They were nearly as long as the fingers of the old man [+FORCE: AMOUNT] and they
had razor-sharp cutting [+APPRECIATION: VALUATION] edges on both sides.
1430 This was a fish built to feed on all the fishes in the sea [+JUDGMENT: CAPACITY],
that were so [+FORCE: INTENSITY] fast [+FORCE: VIGOR] and strong [+JUDGMENT:
CAPACITY] and well [+FORCE: INTENSITY] armed that they had no other [-FORCE:
AMOUNT] enemy.
1445 There was only the heavy [-APPRECIATION: REACTION] sharp blue head and the big
[-APPRECIATION: REACTION] eyes and the clicking, thrusting all-swallowing
[+FORCE: INTENSITY] jaws.
1549 He could see their wide, flattened, shovel-pointed [+APPRECIATION: REACTION]
heads now and their white tipped wide [+APPRECIATION: REACTION] pectoral fins.
Attack2
1558 The other watched the old man with his slitted [+FORCE: INTENSITY] yellow eyes and
then came in fast with his half circle of jaws wide to hit the fish where he had already
been bitten.
Attack3
1616 He came like a pig to the trough if a pig had a mouth so [+FORCE: INTENSITY] wide
[+FORCE: AMOUNT] that you could put your head in it [+FORCE: INTENSITY].
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Attack4
1635 The old man saw the brown fins coming along the wide [+FORCE: AMOUNT] trail the
fish must make in the water.
1645 But he felt the rigidity [-APPRECIATION: REACTION] of bone too and he struck the
shark once more hard across the point of the nose as he slid down from the fish.
1646 The other shark had been in and out and now came in again with his jaws wide
[+FORCE: AMOUNT].

Similar to the description of the great fish (see section 4.1.4 and 4.1.5),
AMOUNT

VIGOR

and

are also used predominantly. However, the detailed description of the sharks

mainly concentrates on the first attack. Such concentration suggests the uniformity of
the sharks contrasting with the uniqueness of the great fish. A comparison between the
resources used in the construction of the sharks and the great fish is summarized in
the following table.
Table 5 Comparison of the physical description of the great fish and the sharks
Sharks The great fish
WHOLE WHOLE
very big
as fast as the fastest fish in the sea
so fast and strong and well armed that they
had no other enemy

PARTS
high, wide
fin
as long as the fingers of the old man teeth
razor-sharp cutting
head heavy, wide
head
flattened, shovel-pointed
big, slitted
eyes
that you could put your head in it mouth
clicking, thrusting all-swallowing, wide
jaw
wide trail
rigid bone

could not raise him an inch
could not believe his size
great bursting
heavy fall
came out unendingly
so big it was like lashing a much bigger skiff
alongside.
PARTS
great
great

weight
length
head

mass

eyes as detached as the mirrors in a periscope
bulk
huge
pectorals
huge, wide
chest
great
spine
great, long
tail
higher than a big scythe blade,
great×3, huge
stripes
wider than a man's hand with his
fingers spread
sword
as long as a baseball bat

The comparison reveals two patterns. The first pattern is the lexis used in descriptions.
great is the most frequently used adjective in the description of the great fish, having
some positive connotation, while the most frequently used adjective in the description
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of the sharks is wide, a term with neutral connotation in an unmarked situation. Such
neutrality of the lexis could be read negatively as the consequence of the negative
evaluation saturated by the negative inscriptions.
The second pattern is the focus of description. The great fish is construed from the
parts mainly without aggressive uses, while the sharks‘ description is detailed to the
teeth, mouth and jaw. Particularly, these parts are described in aggressive ways as in
razor-sharp cutting, clicking, thrusting all-swallowing, construing the sharks as
violent predator contrasting with the construction of the great fish as companion and
friend.
The aggressiveness of the sharks is also constructed through the description of their
actions.
1418 He had come up from deep down [+FORCE: EXTENT] in the water as the dark cloud of
blood had settled and dispersed in the mile deep sea.
1419 He had come up so fast [+FORCE: VIGOR] and absolutely [+FOCUS: AUTHENTICITY]
without [ENGAGEMENT: DENY] caution [+JUDGMENT: TENACITY] that he broke the
surface of the blue water and was in the sun.
1431 Now he speeded up [+FORCE: VIGOR] as he smelled the fresher scent and his blue
dorsal fin cut the water.
1451 Then, on his back, with his tail lashing [+FORCE: VIGOR] and his jaws clicking
[+FORCE: VIGOR], the shark plowed over the water as a speed-boat does [+FORCE:
VIGOR].
1452 The water was white where his tail beat it and three-quarters [+FORCE: AMOUNT] of
his body was clear above the water when the rope came taut, shivered, and then
snapped.
1542 They had the scent and were excited [+AFFECT: HAPPINESS] and in the stupidity of
their great hunger they were losing and finding the scent in their excitement [+AFFECT:
HAPPINESS].
1565 But the shark came up fast [+FORCE: VIGOR] and his head out and the old man hit him
squarely in the center of his flat-topped head as his nose came out of water and lay
against the fish.
1567 He still [+FORCE: EXTENT] hung to the fish with his jaws hooked and the old man
stabbed him in his left eye.
1568 The shark still [+FORCE: EXTENT] hung there.
1648 He swung at him and hit only the head and the shark looked at him and wrenched
[+FORCE: VIGOR] the meat loose.
1652 The shark came in a rush [+FORCE: VIGOR] and the old man hit him as he shut his
jaws.
1654 This time he felt the bone at the base of the brain and he hit him again in the same place
while the shark tore the meat loose sluggishly [+FORCE: VIGOR] and slid down from
the fish.

The sharks are fast and bold in their attack as it is described as so fast, without caution,
speeded up, as a speed-boat does, excited, excitement, fast, rush, and they are
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aggressive and eating-oriented evaluated through the
VIGOR-lashing,

still (such

GRADUATION

clicking, wrench, sluggishly and through the resource of

EXTENT

resource of
EXTENT-still,

are considered as construing their food-orientation together with

sluggishly because they emphasize the sharks‘ unwillingness to give up the fish when
hit by the old man).
Table 6 Comparison of the constructed identity for the great fish and the sharks
Sharks The great fish
fast calm
bold cautious
aggressive companion/brother
eating-oriented noble (didn‘t eat anything during the hook)

Such construction also forms a sharp contrast with the construction of the great fish.
The contrastive construction of the sharks with the great fish foregrounds the
affiliation between the great fish and Santiago, hence distancing the sharks.

4.4 Realization and instantiation
As Martin (1992) points out, system is paradigmatic and process is systagmatic, and
the two are related through realization. In other words, ―realization formalizes the
instantiation of system in process‖ (Martin, 1992, p.5).
equal

family

STATUS

work
unequal

TENOR

involved
CONTACT

distant

involved

regular
……

occasional
phatic

positive
uninvolved

marked
AFFECT

recreation

negative

one-off

—

Figure 5 Tenor system (adapted from Martin, 1992, p.526, 531)

The constructed Santiago‘s personal identities are considered as a particular type of
reading (compliant reading, as in Martin and White, 2005), which lies on the instance
pole of instantiation cline in the stratum of discourse semantics (particularly,
APPRAISAL

system). Following the reasoning of Matthiessen, Teruya and Lam (2010),

on the cline of instantiation, ―instantial or actual selections from the potential unfold
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in time‖ (p.121), this thesis argues that the particular reading of Santiago‘s personal
identities is the result of selections from

APPRAISAL

system or as Martin (1995) says

―conditioned by appraisal system‖ (p.189), which is formalized by realization of
tenor.
Tenor, in Martin (1992), is developed as a system network co-selecting from three
systems, namely

STATUS, CONTACT

and

AFFECT. STATUS

is explored with respect to

social hierarchy (equal/unequal), contact with ―the degree of involvement among
interlocutors‖ (involved/distance, p.528) and affect with emotionally charged
language (positive/negative). The systemic representation, see Figure 5.
Based on the analysis of conversation and affiliation in the previous sections, we
could summarize the role relation between different characters in relation to the tenor
system.
Table 7 Summary of character relation in terms of TENOR
STATUS

CONTACT

AFFECT

Santiago-the great fish

equal

involved : regular/family

positive

Santiago-sharks

equal

uninvolved : one-off

negative

Santiago-Manolin

unequal

involved : regular/family

positive

The affiliation between Santiago and the great fish and the distance from the sharks
are illustrated most predominantly from the system of

CONTACT

and

AFFECT.

Santiago

has been with the fish since the first day at sea and the sharks only for a couple of
hours during the third night, hence the previous regular and the latter one-off. The
contrast of Santiago‘s affect towards the great fish and the sharks is as that has already
been discussed, positive and negative respectively.
As far as Santiago and Manolin is concerned, their social status is unequal in that
Santiago is more experienced and he teaches not only fishing skills but also moral
affairs to Manolin (as the conversation in 4.2.1 shows). And the choices in the
CONTACT

and

AFFECT

system are self evident from the analysis in section 4.1.3 and

4.2.1.
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REALISATION

TENOR
DISCOURSE SEMANTICS

STATUS, CONTACT, AFFECT, IDENTITY
inclination
happiness

affec

security
satisfaction
normality

ATTITUDE

capacity
judgment

tenacity
veracity
propriety
reaction

confident

composition

appreciation

valuation

optimistic

…
…
…

contract

tenacious

disclaim

APPRAISAL

deny

experienced

intensity
intensifying

vigor

Santiago‘s personal identity

ENGAGEMENT

righteous

modulation

FORCE

amount
extent

quantifying

dependable

(of
process)
GRADUATION

frequency
authenticity
valeur
specificity

FOCUS

completion
fulfilment
actualization
system

INSTANTIATION

instance (reading)

Figure 6 The selection of APPRAISAL features on the instantiation cline formalized by realization
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The selection of system features on the instantiation cline formalized by the
realization of tenor is dynamically summarized in Figure 6. In the figure, the selection
from the GRAUDATION system is represented in square dot, ENGAGEMENT system in long
dash and others (inscription, provoking, affording) in solid dash. The figure directly
shows that the most frequently selected systems are
FORCE.

JUDGMENT, APPRECIATION

and

On the other hand, it is argued that the tenacious and experienced personalities

involve most of the APPRAISAL resources.

4.5 Identity in relation to the phase of development
Santiago‘s personal identities are constructed with the unfolding of the text,
naturalizing particular reading of his identity (Martin and White, 2005). Santiago‘s
constructed personal identities with respect to the novella‘s phase of development are
summarized in Table 8.

tenacious
PERIPHERY

MARGIN

NUCLEUS
CENTER

experienced

Table 8 Identity construction with respect to phase of development
Phase of development
Construed identities
Orientation
tenacious, experienced, optimistic, confident, dependable
Inciting Incident
tenacious, experienced
Peripeteia
tenacious, experienced
Anagnorisis
tenacious, experienced
Catastrophe
tenacious, experienced, optimistic, righteous
Resolution
tenacious, experienced
Coda
tenacious, experienced

optimistic
confident

dependable
righteous

Figure 7 Nuclearity of Santiago‘s personal identities

From Table 8 we could see the general pattern of identity construction from phase to
phase. Almost all the identities (except righteous) are constructed at the first phase,
Orientation. In this way, the text not only orients the readers with respect to the setting
of the novella, it also successfully orients readers with the identities of the main
character. In the following phases, tenacious and experienced identities are
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consolidated through repeated construction. The confident, optimistic and dependable
identities work as necessary conditions for Santiago‘s success in fishing, hence tightly
related to the two major identities, tenacious and experienced.
In this way, the novella presents an umbrella shaped identity construction. All the
personal identities necessary for Santiago‘s success are presented as given in the
Orientation phase and essential ones are consolidated in the following phases.
In other words, it is argued that the tenacious and experienced personal identities are
―emphasized…in relation to [this] particular context‖ (Davies, 2007, p. 73). Such
emphasis suggests the prominence of the two personal identities in this particular text,
hence foregrounded (Peer and Hakemulder, 2005). The two personal identities are
foregrounded so that they could be read as central to Santiago‘s struggle against
nature in this particular text. Figure 7 captures such pattern of foregrounding,
following Martin and Rose's (2007) postulation of nuclearity of clause, nominal and
verbal group.
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V

Conclusion

The present thesis engages with the analysis of the construction of Santiago‘s personal
identity in The Old Man and the Sea from the instantiation of

APPRAISAL

system,

involving two axis. First, the sources and targets of evaluations are considered, both in
the narrative monologue and the conversations between characters. Second, the phase
of development is put into consideration, from Orientation to Coda. In this section, we
first readdress the research questions and then discuss the implications and limitations
of the present research.

5.1 Readdressing the research questions
1) Which of Santiago’s personal identities are constructed in the novella through the
APPRAISAL

resources?

By analyzing the

APPRAISAL

resources in the text, we argue that Santiago is

constructed as tenacious, experienced, confident, optimistic, dependable and righteous.
The perspectives of analysis, together with the constructed personal identities in
different phases are summarized in Table 9.
From Table 9, we could see that the Appraiser-Appraised perspective analysis reveals
the construction of Santiago as experienced, tenacious, confident, optimistic and
dependable. Moreover, the analysis of the conversations in the novella suggests his
righteous identity.
2) How are Santiago’s personal identities constructed through the

APPRAISAL

resources?
Santiago‘s personal identities are constructed in different ways. The present thesis
primarily concerns the sources of evaluation, analyzing the evaluation of Santiago by
the narrator, Santiago himself and Manolin. In addition, Santiago‘s personal identities
are also constructed indirectly through the evaluation of other characters in the
novella, i.e. the great fish. This includes the narrator‘s appraisal of the great fish and
Santiago‘s evaluation of the great fish. In this way, Santiago is constructed as
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tenacious, experienced, confident, optimistic and dependable. Furthermore, the
conversation between Santiago and Manolin, as well as the ―conversation‖ Santiago
has with himself are analyzed to see the personal identities constructed in the process
of negotiation of different APPRAISAL resources. From the analysis of the conversations,
we argue that Santiago‘s personal identities are constructed in the process of
negotiating evaluation with Manolin and himself. On the one hand, Santiago sets the
norms for evaluation for Manolin and by adjusting Manolin‘s understanding and
evaluation of people and things the text constructs Santiago as experienced. On the
other hand, Santiago negotiates the evaluation of his own action with himself,

Appraiser-Appraised

Narrator-Santiago

constructed as tenacious, experienced and righteous.
Table 9 Constructed Santiago‘s identity with corresponding phases
Perspectives
Identities
Phases
tenacious
Orientation, Inciting Incident, Catastrophe
experienced
Inciting Incident
Inscribed
optimistic
Orientation, Catastrophe
confident
Orientation
experienced
Provoked
Orientation
optimistic
Orientation, Inciting Incident, Peripeteia,
tenacious
Catastrophe, Resolution
Flagged
experienced
Inciting Incident, Catastrophe
Afforded

Santiago-Santiago

Manolin-Santiago
Narrator-the great fish
Narrator-sharks

conversation

Santiago-the great fish
Manolin-Santiago
Santiago-Santiago

tenacious

Inciting Incident, Peripeteia, Catastrophe

experienced
experienced
tenacious
confident
experienced
tenacious
experienced
dependable
experienced
& tenacious
experienced
& tenacious
experienced
& tenacious

Inciting Incident, Anagnorisis, Catastrophe

experienced
confident
tenacious
experienced
righteous

Orientation
Inciting Incident
Orientation, Coda
Orientation
Inciting Incident, Peripeteia, Anagnorisis,
Resolution, Coda
Catastrophe
Inciting Incident, Peripeteia, Anagnorisis,
Catastrophe
Orientation
Catastrophe
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Considering the other side of the construction, we argue that the affiliation between
Santiago and the great fish and the distancing from the sharks are also the key factors
in the construction of Santiago‘s personal identities. Notably, the affiliation between
Santiago and the great fish is constructed by different
AFFECT

is concerned, the change of

AFFECT

APPRAISAL resources.

(with its polarity) functions to construct

Santiago‘s sympathy with the great fish, more prominently with negative
addition,

JUDGMENT

and

APPRECIATION

As far as

AFFECT.

In

contribute to the construction of affiliation in

two different ways. On the one hand, the same

APPRAISAL

resources are used to

evaluate both Santiago and the great fish. On the other hand, Santiago‘s positive
evaluations of the great fish also affiliates Santiago with the great fish. In addition,
APPRAISAL

resources are also argued to have distanced Santiago from the sharks,

primarily through Santiago‘s negative evaluations (i.e. JUDGMENT, APPRECIATION) of the
sharks. However, positive evaluations (e.g.

AFFECT)

are also used to construe the

distancing of Santiago and the sharks.
Moreover, Santiago‘s affiliation with the great fish and the distancing from the sharks
are constructed through the contrastive APPRAISAL resources used to evaluate the great
fish and the sharks. Such contrast not only involves the resources of
involves the resource of

GRADUATION,

ATTITUDE,

it also

with lexical realization of contradictory

connotation and different focus of appraised items. In addition, the resource of
ENGAGEMENT,

specifically that of

COUNTER,

makes the contrast explicit. Most

importantly, concerning interpersonal meaning, the affiliation and distancing in this
analysis create different prosodic (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004) co-text for the
descriptions of ideational meanings in terms of afforded evaluations.
3. How is the relationship between Santiago’s different personal identities
constructed through the APPRAISAL resources?
Based on the distribution of Santiago‘s constructed personal identities with the phase
of development and the sources of evaluations, we argue that Santiago‘s different
identities are constructed with different degrees of emphasis. The thesis considers
such emphasis as foregrounding (Peer and Hakemulder, 2005) of certain identities
(tenacious, experienced) in this specific context. Such foregrounding is formulated in
the way of the nuclearity (Martin and Rose, 2007) of Santiago‘s identities in his fight
against nature, on the cline of center, nucleus, margin and periphery, corresponding
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respectively with tenacious, experienced, confident and optimistic, dependable and
righteous.
Such foregrounding interpretation in no way indicates that Santiago‘s tenacious and
experienced identities are central to the character. It only suggests they are central in
this particular context of fight against nature, since the tenacious identity is not central
in his daily interaction with Manolin.

5.2 Implications and limitations
Based in the SFL model of language, the present research reach both interstratal and
intrastratal discussion. It is interstratal in that it involves both the strata of register
(tenor variable) and discourse semantics. Moreover, it is intrastratal since the central
concern is the reading position the text naturalizes, along the cline of instantiation
from system to reading on the stratum of discourse semantics. Therefore, the dynamic
nature of logogenesis is revealed with the unfolding of the text. The construction of
Santiago‘s identity (interstratal) is accomplished through the on-going instantiation of
the APPRAISAL system (intrastratal).
The research also implicates the phase sensitive nature of identity construction. In this
case study, almost all of the protagonist‘s personal identities are constructed in the
Orientation phase, consolidated progressively throughout the following phases. If
such a pattern is common to the narrative genre, novella in particular, it would be
helpful in the interpretation of characters in novellas as well as the teaching of such
genre based writing.
The present research also faces many limitations. First, a statistically oriented study of
identity in terms of

APPRAISAL

tokens could complement the present study. It is

possible that there are significant differences between phases in terms of the
APPRAISAL

tokens involved, which would further explain the consolidating functions

of the phases after Orientation.
On the other hand, the present thesis is a case study, hence facing its limitations in the
generalizability of the research results. In order to fully account the construction of
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identity in narrative, more narrative texts from a variety of sources need to be
analyzed. We also need to consider the different types of narratives to see the
difference they present in their construction of characters‘ personal identities. In
addition, the present study could also be complemented by the study of the character‘s
other types of identities and the way they are constructed in the novella, namely
master identity, interactional identity and relational identity.
Another complementation could be the consideration of the ideational meanings (the
analysis of sequence, figure, element pattern in experiential meaning) and the textual
meanings (the functions of thematic progression and information flow) in the
construction of the character‘s identity. Furthermore, consideration from other stratum
(e.g. grammar) and other modes of meaning (pictures in the novella) is also needed.
This thesis also invites genre based researches into identity construction from the
perspective of evaluation to see whether the patterned construction of identity differs
from genre to genre.
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